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TRODUCTION 
Marilyn Carr 

One key theme of the Appropriate Technology movement is that 
of helping people to help themselves, thus enabling them to 
contribute to the social and economic development of their 
communities e.nd the nation as a whole. 

Illustrat.ions of this approach are generally made in terms of 
introducing improved equip:ment~ such as grinding mills, ploughs, 
pumps and looms to poor rural producers. Much less is written 
about ways and means of providing the services which rural 
communities need to work themselves out of poverty on a 
sustained basis. 

The concept of ‘intermediate’ services, as opposed to 
‘int.ermediate’ technology, is best known in its application to 
primary health care. It was in China that the now famous 
barefoot doctor’ scheme was initiated in reqxnse to the 
government’s promise to provide some type of health care to 
everyone. People from rural communities were chosen by their 
fellows and trained to provide basic health services. They were 
responsible to their communities and were paid by them and they 
formed the basis of a nationwide network of health care reaching 
the majority of China’s population of 500 million - a feat which 
clearly wou!d have been beyond the abilities of the country’s 
20,000 West,ern-trained doctors and 500,000 Chinese medical 
practitioners. 

This decentralized, iabour-intensive, low-cost, community- 
based approxh to providing at least some he&l: care facilities 
in ruts: areas has fired the imagination of development planners 
and pi actitioners around the world. It has been demonstrated in 
scores of countries with millions of poor people that, when 
enabled to do so, they themselves can solve many of their own 
health problems and make available a service they would 
otherwise have been denied. 

However, health care is only one of the basic services needed 
Tao help rural dwellers. Communities also need access to 
veterinary services to help care for their livestock, assistance 
with legal and administrative matters, advice on running a 
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business or building a house, and maint,enance and repair serCce 
for pumps and other village equipment. 

It is known that it, wou!d be impossible to provide siich ser?iices 
to large numbers of rural communities using highly tralined 
professionals. The cost of t.raining professional vet,s, lawyers, 
business c.onsultants, engineers and atehitects ic. so great that 
their numbers will abvays be limited in relation to t,he numbers 
of people who need their advice and assistance. In any case, the: 
system of which they are part is better suited t,o the neer:ls and 
circvmsmnces of the urban and rurd rich than to those of the 
masses of the t~he rural poor. Their fees are high, their knowletige 
is very specialized and they ,tend to be located in cities and major 
towns - all factors which limit their usefulness to the majority 
of the population. 

This does not mean that rural communities have to be denied 
ii<‘Cess to all assistance. As the followmg chapters show, there is 
a growing number of examples of the decentralized, community- 
controlled approach to t.he provision of a wide range of services. 
Ahhough these examples show that the ‘intermediate” approach 
can be just as successful in the provision of t,hese oth,er services 
as it has been in the provision of primary health care, it has been 
much less widely publicized. 

It is hoped t,hat by drawing some of the available case studies 
together, this book will bring the value of the approach to the 
attenuon of the policy makers and development practitioners 
who can assist in the process of its widespread application. Only 
then will the masses of the rural poor have access to the services 
they neecl for a bett,er quality of life, at a price they can afford. 

A book of this nature would be incomplete without something 
on ‘barefoot doctors’ and the chapter by Katherine Elliott sets t,he 
context, by examining the ‘barefoot’ approach in its origmal 
application. This is followed by David Hadrill’s account of 
‘barefoot vets’ in Nepal and India, where traditional healers and 
the livest,ock owners themselves have been trained in improved 
techniques of animal health care. 

The next two chapters relate to tl.0 provision of legal and 
administrative services in rural communit.ies. Salma Sobhan 
writes about the experience of training selected members of rura! 
communities in Bangladesh to be paralegals who provide advice 
on family. land, inheritance and const.itutional law to their 
neighbours. This is followed by an account of att.empts in 
Ecuador and Nepal to enable ruraI communities to be invo!-ied 
in the planning and administration of their own development. Th? 



au&or, .Andrew Scott, uses these examp!es to explore t,be 
meaning c:i’ ‘barefoot economi& in t.br l’bird World. 

The nest three chapters tki21 \iikh services related t.o the abil.ity 
of rural 1,omanrllait,icts to engage in profit~abk Irlanuf;ict,urillg and 
c,orrinlrri.“l;rl eat?,erprisc. Ken Marshall’s chapter on ‘barefoot. 
bankt~s describes the experience of the now famous Grameen 
Hank in ~~a~~g~adest~ which lends to thousands of rural landless 
- t,he majority of whom are women. The chapter by Malcolm 
Harper examines experiences from Kenya and elsewhere in 
providing management consultancy services FO rural 
enFrt~preneetrs. and David Inger’s chapter on village artisans in 
Borswt~a esamines the experience of Rural hdustries 
h.m9~:1im.s in training ‘barefoot t,echnicians’. Each of these 
ch:,pters emphasizes a different type of assistance to small 
6WcrpriSe - credit,, business advice and technical training. 

2’1~ f~,~~~(~t~v~r~g three chapters cover three quite separat,e but 
very interesting applications of t,he ‘barefoot’ approach. Sanjit 
Ii~~,y de:-tribes an example of the provision of maintenance 
services for viEage-level equipmel>t - the ‘barefoot, handpump 
mecbanirs of Rajasthan State in India. John Norton looks at the 
‘barefoot‘ approach to shelter and describes progmmmes which 
ha\Te upgrzied t,he skills of traditional builders and introduced 
basic knowledge of building techniques to community workers 
in various parts of the world. Geologists are the subject of Micha4 
Katz’s chapter whir:h examines t.he ‘barefoot’ approach to nat.ural 
resource development by which rura! communities are enabled 
t,o identify and conserve the resources around th.em. 

7’be final chapter t.ries to draw some general conclusions from 
the \arirJus cast! studies and provides recommendations on how 
‘int,crnletliat,r’ ser~?ces can reach even greater numbers of rural 
CO~U~Xl9litit?S. 



Katherine Elliott 

When Health is absent 
Wisdom rannot reveal itself 

Art cannot. bcxwrnr manifest., 
strength cannot fight, 

Wealth becomes useless 
And Intelligence cannot be applied 

These words were written more &an t.wo thousand years ago by 
Herophilus, a Greek physician who lived in Alexandria. They 
were echoed by Florence Nightingale in the latter half of the 
nineteenth centq when she suggested that ‘Health is not only 
to be well but to be able to use well every power that we have 
to use’. Today’s World Health Organization aims for ‘complete 
physical, mental and social well-being’. 

The concept of health does not change with the passing of time, 
merely the phraseology. Health is at, the central core of the 
process of development because development is essentially about 
people and the circumstances in which they live, work, play and 
reproduce t?lemselves. It is, according to the dictionary, a process 
of advancement or opening up through successive stages to a 
more complex or mature state. Development. implies a working 
out, an unfolding of potentialities. T-hrough development, people 
come to exert greater control over their environment for their 
own benefit; they begin to escape from hunger and from 
dangerous communicable diseases; they lead fuller lives with 
education and access to knowledge. Increased well-being for the 
people shoukl be implicit in all approaches to development, 
planning, and better health must be among the earliest objectives. 

Curiously, people mostly seem to take health for granted, 
although they want to receive medical care when they are ill or 
injured. In less developed countries, it has to be remembered 
that years and generations of poverty and deprivation may mean 
that the people are not aware of how it feels to eaoy their full 
health potent,ial. They lack energy and sometimes the optimism 
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that goes with &at energy. They may feel trapped within a vicious 
circle of poor circumst~ances from which they cannot see how to 
escape. since all they seem to be able t.o do is just to survive from 
day to day. If people in such a situation are asked about what 
they need most, they hardly ever talk about, health. Instead, they 
wish for work opportunities, for bett,er food and houses and for 
education for their children. After those wishes, the need for 
medicines for the sick may come next. Yet food and housing, 
education and earning capacity are all very much involved with 
the %andards of health enjoyed by the people of any country. 
This intersectoral effect needs to be remembered in planning for 
the maximum benefit from scarce resources for development. 

There is, it seems, a distinction in the minds of most people 
between health and the ca.re of the sick. This is important when 
it comes to consideration of the shape of a health care service 
which will be most, useful to a community. Curative medicine is 
only one aspect of health care and there are other preventive and 
posit,ive health components that can have a far greater impact 
on community health than conventional hospital-based medicine. 
These are often ignored by the community. 

inappr~priat@ western health systems 

The health needs of people in poorer parts of the world are not 
being met by health care systems based on curative western 
models (and some cynics might say that many western health 
care systems are failing to meet. the real health needs of most 
people wherever they live!). There are still places where people 
are born. live out their oft,en too brief lives and die without ever 
having access to modern medical care in any shape or form. Also, 
most developing countries have, in the past, modelled their health 
services along western lines -.- that is, they have tried to provide 
care based on the use of highly trained heakh professionals who 
are accustomed to working in high technology settings, such as 
hospitals and well equipped clinics. Such professionals are costly 
to train and they seldom function well outside the city or la.rge 
town. In developed countries, communicztions are good and 
there is no great problem about people travelling to centres of 
medical excellence. In poorer countries, communications are 
difficult, expensive and sometimes non-existent. Yet in poorer 
countries. a large proportion of the population remains rural, 
although this situation is gradually changing with the drift to t,he 
cit~ies and the resulting vast increase in urban slums and 
surrounding shanty towns. Needlec;s to say, urbanization bri,ngs 
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its own health problems and the plight of the urban poor may be 
even greater than that of the rural poor. 

It has been clear for several decades that new approaches to 
the delivery of health care for those most in need - the poor, the 
deprived and the overlooked - had to be found everywhere; and 
that, in a shrinking crowded world, the ime left to accomplish 
this is brief. Drought, floods and famines recur with frightening 
regularity. Wars and civil unrest add to the toll of natural 
disasters, and a11 the time our communications expand and 
extend, bring1r.g the sight of death from starvation into the living 
rooms of the more prosperous via real-time telev?sion. 
Simultaneously, it must not be forgotten that the communication 
media are not one-way mirrors. Transist,or radios are everywhere 
in the Third World, and television screens in shop windows and 
in cheap bars and eating places are eagerly watched. The poorest 
of the poor in developing countries are now much more aware 
that alleviation of their miseries is possible, given the necessary 
resources. The vicious cycle of poverty, malnutrition, disease, 
ignorance and too many children being born to die in infancy can 
indeed be broken when people are given the tools, t.he knowledge, 
the goodwill and the incentives. 

Health for al! by the year 2000 
The United Nations International Chikdren’s Emergency FLmd 
(UKICEF) has its Child Survival programme. Encapsulated in the 
acronym: GOBI-FFF, efforts to improve child survival highlight 
important aspects of child health. GOB1 stands for Growth 
monitoring; Oral rehydration treatment of acute diarrhoea; 
Breastfeeding for good infant nutrition and also protect~ion 
against infection; and Immunization against the common 
communicable diseases of childhood. To these first, four 
promotions, UNICEF quickly added the three Fs - Food, Family 
spacing and Female education, for without enough food children 
fail to grow and to resist infection. Children born to vew young 
or to elderly mothers, too close together and too many in number 
are at extra risk themselves and they put their mothers at great 
risk. Many Third World women die from causes associated with 
pregnancy and childbirth (over half a million a year) and, for 
every woman who dies there are countless others whose health 
is depleted or grossly damaged. The health of a child is closely 
bound up with t,hat of its mother, beginning at conception, and 
small children depend so much in their early years on the quality 
of care their mothers are able to provide. Family slating and 



female education are essential components of any effort t,o 
improve family health and child survival. 

UNICEF programmes in general and child survival programmes 
in particular have already shown what a lot, can ite done to save 
lives and improve health at community level, but the benefits 
tend t,o fade away unless responsibility for the :Jrogrammes is 
accepted by the community. 

At Alma Ata in 1978, the World Health Organization and 
GNICEF together set out the target of Heahh for All by the Year 
‘70001 based on the concept of access by all to primary health 
rare; and most government~s pledged themselves to support the 
Deciaration of .2Jma Ata. The World Health Organization, both 
before and since 1978, has done a great deal to promote, the 
estension of b&c health services throughout the developing 
world. Primary heahn care is basic health care at household and 
community level and includes the prevention of illness as well 
as its cure. Health ecu’ :at:ion and envirommental hygiene therefore 
pfav important roles in primary hea!th care alongside the 
treat,ment of minor illnesses and injuries. 

Development is about a better quality of life for people. A better 
quality of life should improve people’s health but, looking at 
development the other way round, healthier people are able to 
do more for t.hemseh es towards improving the quality of Lie for 
t.hemselvrs and their families. ‘The largest resource available to 
most developing countries i: people and it may lvell be that 
people can make a nruch greater contribution to tf+: own health 
impro~~e:nent t.hi.n has ever been taken into the world reckoning 
of devt~lopment resources. 

Dem y~tificati~~ of medicine 
It, has long been obvious that primary health care could never be 
provided on the scale required to meet the WHO/UNICEF target 
of Health f(ir All by the Yi‘ar 2000 if primary health care had to 
depend on the equit&le deployment of trained health 
ilk ofessionals. The then Director-General of the World Health 
0rganization Dr Halfdan Mahler, called more than 10 years ago 
for a ‘demystification of medicine’. This was at a time when there 
w-ac great interest in ahernatives to full health professionals, 
people who were then classified as auxiliary health workers. This 
was not a new idea. Et was one that had begun seriously among 
medical missionary services and colonial medical services as a 
form of apprenticeship t,o meet the obvious needs. Likely local 
people were picked to help out as attendants. In Fiji, for instance, 
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the Medical School had been straining local primary care 
practitioners since the end of the last century in a long and 
honourable tradition - and there were a number of similar 
examples elsewhere. 

However, it was the news coming out of China towards the end 
of the 1960s about the ‘barefoot doctors’ who were part of 
Chairman Mao’s ‘cultural revolution’ that brought the innovation 
in the health care delivery pot to the boil. 

Lessons from China 
China is an enormous country with a huge population and in 1950, 
at the time of Liberation, the new government recognized that it 
had few material resources to cope with a diiease-ridden 
population living in an extremely unhealthy environment. It 
realized that there was no way in which China’s problems could 
be solved by health care along western lines, using a hospital- 
based curative approach, high technology and highly trained and 
therefore expensive health professionals. National principles of 
health care were agreed covering four main areas for immediate 
action. These were: service to the people; disea;:e prevention; 
integration of traditional and modern systems of health, both 
curative and preventive (‘walking on two legs’); and mass 
campaigns involving everyone, not especially the doctors. These 
campaigns increased public awareness of health issues and led 
to widespread acceptance of the responsibility of individuals for 
their own health and for the health of the community. 

During the 1950s and early 196Os, environmental improvement 

i 
came about through the elimination of pests such as rats, flies, 

[ mosquitoes, bed bugs etc and with the introduction of improved 

[ 
sanitary facilities, which also controlled and made productive use 
of human wastes. There were specific programmes of action: 
vaccination against smallpox; elimination of sexually transmitted 

1 diseases; broader vaccination canqxaigns, including vaccination 
of all new-borns against tuberculosis; control of both malaria and 
schistosomiasis through mass case finding, treatment and 
environmental action against the vectors of these diseases. To 
carry out these programmes, auxiliary workers were specifically 
recruited and trained and the programmes received full support 
sociopolitically, including extensive use of the media. 

Having, so to speak, cleaned up some of the most obvious and 
urgent health problems by the mid-1960s, the Chinese leadership, 
using the gathering forces of the Cultural Revolution, focused 
on the more personal health care needs of the population. Only 
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about 20 per cent of the Geople lived in the urban areas, but this 
small percentage included almost all the professional medical 
personnei, leaving the vast majority of the population to their 
own devices, healthwise. One third of all health professionals 
were forthwith ordered to the rural areas and, for the next 10 
years, either permanently or periodically, they provided health 
services to the villages in the shape of mobile medical teams. 
Coming face to face in this way (probably for the fist time) with 
the massive health care problems of the vast majority of their 
coun@men had an interesting as well as a salutary effect on 
China’s high-level medical academics and public health officials. 
The vast burden of ill health was impossible for them to handle 
on their own and they may also have felt that the work that was 
needed was to some extent a waste of their own expensively 
acquired skills. A rural health service had to be provided and the 
decision was made to recruit and train village-level health 
workers - barefoot doctors, or more literally from the Chinese 
term ‘doctors without shoes’. 

Initially the barefoot doctors were multipurpose health 
workers chosen by the mobile teams in conjunction with the 
communities to be served, and trained as near as possible to 
where they were to work, sometimes in short periods between 
t,imes of intense agricultural activity since the barefoot doctors 
remained part of their communities and shared in the day-to-day 
work of the peasants. They had responsibility for preventive 
health care such as environmental improvement, vaccination and 
family planning. They also dealt with everyday illnesses and 
accidents and with pregnancy and delivery. They referred 
problems beyond their capability to the nearest medical centre. 
They seem to have had a very valuable impact on the health status 
of the Chinese rural people. 

There is continuing education for barefoot doctors and career 
opportunit;es to the extent of eventual entry ‘ato medical school. 
It will be interesting to see how this trend changes the 
relationship between the barefoot doctors and their communities. 
Traditional and modern medicine in China appear to have been 
successfully integrated, resulting in an affordable system to meet 
the needs of everyone and also bringing some interesting 
scientSic benefits, not only to China but to the rest of the world. 

It seems, however, that China is now beginning to place greater 
stress on the value of more sophisticated technologies and on 
greater professionalization and medicalization of the health 
system. It would be sad if this new trend devalued t.he Chinese 
example because there is no doubt that, over the last 30 years, 
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China has managed to improve the health of the Chinese people 
significantly despite the low per capita income. Malnutrition has 
been eradicated, life expectancy raised to at least 65, and infant 
mortality and population growth rates substantially lowered. Tne 
whole system ought to be given the credit for this success, not 
just the barefoot doctors. Perhaps the most important lesson to 
be learned from China is that the barefoot doctor concept has 
succeeded because of the supportive political, socioeconomic 
and administrative back-up it has received - and that without 
the commitment of all of the people to the development of an 
equitable health care system, health care workers of the ‘barefoot’ 
type are going to bc come easily discouraged and their 
communities disillusioned. 

Factors in success 
The Chinese experience has been studied and compared with 
many other interesting examples of alternative approaches to 
primary health care from different parts of the world. Certain 
points seem to be crucial in almost all situations: selection by 
whom; type and location of training; supervision and 
accountability; financing; equipment and drug su!jplies; referral 
possibilities; relationship with local traditional healers, if any; 
cuhura! considerations, such as the seclusion of women; the 
blend of curanve and preventive care; intersectoral aspects, for 
example,, with agriculture, housing, education etc; promotion 
possibilities, if any, and the value of in-service training; methods 
of evaluation, and, last but not least, the need not to 
underestimate th,e value of the part-time health worker, as seen 
in the Chinese example, the Latin American campesino or 
promotora de sahd, the Eskimo health aides and so on. 

Now we mostly speak about community health workers and 
there is no longer any doubt that the full-time or the part-time 
community health worker can play a very significant part in 
dealing with health-related pro~blems in any society. Their 
closeness to the society gives them greater understanding and, 
if well selected, useful influence and respect. All the points 
mentioned above are significant but it might be useful to 
elaborate on two: financing, and supervision and accountability. 

Financing 
Money is always important, even if it is in the form of some kind 
of barter system. The community health workers may gain status 
through their role but they also need to live and to have at least 
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minimal equipment for their work. It appears, looking at the 
experience of many countries, that the more successful 
community health w,irker projects are those where the people 
contribute directly in some way. In the Chinese communes, the 
rate was fixed according to the earning capacity of each worker. 
if more was needed, it could be obtained from the government 
but there was pride in managing where they could. 

In one interesting project in Indonesia, t~he community set up 
two funds: a development fund and a health fund, and people 
contributed to both according to their means. The development 
fund lent money for development. The health fund paid the hea!th 
workers and bought medicines. Any shortfall in the health fund 
had to be made good by the development fund; any s~qhs WIS 
added to the development fund. This system meant that everyone 
kept a close watch on heaith costs and an open mind about ways 
to improve the health status of the community - for instance, 
with future savings to come from a safer water supply. Sad to 
say. it seems that where community health workers receive their 
pay from a distant government, they are seldom as industrious 
as those paid by the community. 

Supervision and accountability 
Supervision and accoumability are both important as 
professional support for ‘baxefoot’ health care personnel. All 
heahh care must be a team effort even though the team members 
may at t~imes be widely :.eparated. Through training, responsibility 
is delegated fron\ teacher to pupil but the fina! accountability in 
heakh care cannot be delegated. The health professionals who 
train the community health workers must remain finally 
accountable for standards of care at community level. This entails 
reguiar supervision of their work to encourage as much as to 
correct, %a:! 31~0 to add to their skills and to enhance their status 
within the community. Accountability means making sure that 
community-leve! health care workers are not left to struggle in 
isolation with problems which exceed their own competence, 
but for which they may be aware that a solution exists elsewhere. 

It is certain that the ‘barefoot doctor’ will always have a place 
in all systems of health care. Since the human race began, there 
have always been people who helped with the health problems 
of others - the wise women, the bone-setters, the herbalists, the 
birth attendants, the healers - all had somet,hing that others 
recognized as valuable. Even among the most sophisticated 
societies, vestiges of this tradition remain and are now being 
fostered as conventional medical care realizes its !imitations in 
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the face of the myriad problems it faces, like violence and drug 
abuse and the social isolation of the handicapped and the elderly. 

As Sigerist said more than 50 years ago, ‘Health cannot be 
forced upon the people. It cannot be dispensed to the people. 
They must wants it and be prepared to do their share and to 
co-operate fully in whatever health programme a country 
develops’. Ivan Illich put it more succinctly. ‘Health is something 
people do: not something people get.’ Development and health 
mGst go hand in hand, for one will not succeed without the other. 
The ‘barefoot doctor’ represents the importance for the future 
of the world that people everywhere should share the power of 
knowledge and expertise and use this new power to benefit 
ot.hers as well as themselves. A,ccording to the Chinese, ‘Many 
little things don,e in many little places by many little people will 
change the face of the world’ - and in no facet of de..-elopment 
is this more true than in the vital facet of health. 



VETS IN NEPAL AND INDIA -- - THE 
PROVISION OF MItEFOOT ANIMAL 

HEALTH SERVICES 

David Hadrill 

People living n the harshest environments, where crop 
production is difficult, depend on livestock for survival. In arid 
and mountainous regions, animals such as goats and yaks, sheep 
and camels graze scant vegetation and produce milk, meat, hides, 
wool and draught power, providing stock owners with a 
livelihood. 

Where crops are cultivated in areas with a wetter tropical 
climate, draught animals have an extremely important role in 
tilling the Iand. It is estimated that of the 900 million cattle and 
buffaloes in developing countries, 250 to 300 million are used for 
draught purposes. Animal power is used for other Important 
activities including transporting farm produce to the market and 
raising well water. Farmers need their draught animals to be fit, 
healthy and ready to work, particularly in areas with seasonal 
rainfall and a short growing season, where days lost can result 
in large reductions in crop yields. 

Professional vets 

In most. poor countries, and especially in remote regions, 
adequate veterinary services are only available to a limited 
number of livest.ock owners. One reason for this is the shortage 
of vets in many developing countries. This is well illustrated in 
‘Iable 1 which compares livestock to vet ratios in developed and 
developing countries. 

The problem is compounded by the fact that most of the limited 
number of vets in developing countries are concentrated in urban 
and better-resourced rural areas. Thus, the poorest farmers in the 
remoter rural areas have very httle likelihood of gaining access 
to a fully qualifiec! vet. 
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Table 1: Ratio of vets to livestock units in selected countries 
-, 

LivestocK Units 
L lJ (‘000) 

LU i’clOO/ per vet 

UK 16.896 6,216 ‘.7 
Nepal 993 40 249.: 
USA 127,26: 30,371 4.2 
India 222,860 10,800 20.6 
Kenya 7,56@ 186 40.6 
Ethiopia 32,37:, 104 31.3 

Source: FAG,WHO, 1979. 

It has been recognized for some time that. it is neither feasible 
nor desirable for poor countries to emulate the lich countries’ 
veterinq system by attempting to train equiiialent numbers of 
vets. It is very expensive to ‘build Veterinary Schools, run the 
courses and t.hen pay sa.laries and provide vehicles to vets after 
graduation. Therefore, in most deveioping countries a 
paraprofessional cadre known as Animal Health Assistants or 
AH.4s has been added to the state veterinary service. 

Animal Health Assistants (AHAs) 

The training for an AHA is considerably shorter than the full 
course, usually lasting two years. An example of a well- 
eseablished institution giving training at this level is the Animal 
Health and Industry Training Institute at Kabele near Nairobi, and 
AHAs now constitute ar, Integral part of the Kenyan state 
veterinary service. For each vet there are several AHAs working 
in contact with livestock owners, thus extending the range of 
work of the nearest Veterinary Officer. They are able to report 
outbreaks ot cerious disease to the vet and treat routine cases 
unsupervised. 

Mthough AH4s haste helped fill gaps, areas remain where 
farme-c- and herdsmen have no trained representative of the 
veterinary serv& to turn to when their livestock falls sick. In 
these cirrl dnstances farmers t&-ol..ghout the developing world 
treat the;; animrJs themseives CF else seek advice from local 
traditional healers, some of whom treat both canimals and people. 
Farmers often buy veterinary %cdicines (though by law these 
drugs may be available by p-escriptlon only) Mhout accurate 
knowledge of the conditions i’or which the &ugs are pr:-scribed 
or their correct doses and storage. Some local k:&ers have 
picked up knowledge of the applications of particular modern 



medicines, but frequently they rely cx traditional methods which 
include the use of local medicinal plants and some techniques of 
drtbious value like the placation of evil spirits or chanting 
man tras. 

Community Animal Health Workers 

In several countries, non-governmental organizations have 
initiated programmes in under-resourced areas to upgrade local 
knowledge about what action t,o take when an animal falls sick, 
by training animal health workers within the community. A major 
advmt,age of training local people, preferably those who own 
stock t,hemselves, is that they are likely to have a strong 
allegiance t,o the livestock-owning members of their OWCI 
community and a genuine desire to work with and for them. Afler 
training as animal health workers their status increases and in 
most~ cases they axe c.onter;i :;? provide a service in return for 
favours, the respect of their neighuours and a nominal income. 

By contrast, the AHA’s allegiance is usually to the hierarchy 
of the State Vet.erinary Service. When a job with more attractive 
t,erms and conditions becomes available elsewhere, the AHA may 
leave. Anima! health worker training programmes are established 
in many countries. Examples from Nepal and India axe described 
below. 

Nepal’s snima: keaith improvement programme 

In the Nepali Himalayas villagers who had been in contact with 
the United Mission to Nepal (UMN) Commumty Health projects 
made requests for help with livestock health. Following visits by 
a British vet, Alison Craven, the ‘Animal Health Improvement 
Programme’ was planned and the full programme began in 1951. 

The programme aims to provide training to selected villagers 
so that they will be able to examine a sick animal and treat it or 
refer it to a veterinary hospital if there is one nearby. It also aims 
to educate farmers in improved animal husbandry techniques so 
that common diseases are prevented. From 1981 to 1W6, 256 
village farmers and 43 UMN str:ff were trained as village Aniial 
Health Workers in intensive two-week residential courses. All 
courses are given in the winter when farmers in Nepal are not 
busy on the land. 

Three or four classes are given each year: one or two for 
beginners, one for those who had difficulties during or after the 
fist course, and an advanced course for those who are working 
well or who will be IJMN supervisory staff. All courses are held 
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at the farm at the IJMN’s Rural Development Centre near 
Pokhara. 

The programme orga.nizers have found it beneficial to carry 
out training at the Centre rather than in villages because the farm 
has its own animals which can be used during courses for 
practising t~echniques such as restraint and foot trimming. 
Additionally, sick animals are brought to the Centre’s clinic by 
local people throughout the year, thus enabling the 
demonstration of examination and treatments of clinical cases. 

The trainees come from many rural areas in Nepal. Initial 
contact has usually been made through one of UMN’s other 
programmes. The community is involved with the selection of a 
trainee animal health worker and is encouraged to choose a 
mature farmer who is respected and who has a genuine interest 
in animals &her than a young well-educated man who would 
be more likely to be attracted away from his village by more 
lucrative employment elsewhere. It is considered essential that 
the trainees are able to read and write Nepali. 

To help the trainees to remember factual material they are 
given leaflets written in Nepali which cover topics such as doses 
of medicines. At the end of the course, there are short written 
and practical tests to check their understanding. In the refresher 
course, the subjects covered in the basic course are revised, 
poisoning and some new diseases are discussed, problems which 
have arisen since the basic course are dealt with and the animal 
health workers practise preparing and presenting a short talk, 
wit.h the intention that they will organize meetings for other 
farmers when they return to their villages. 

At present the expatriate IJhIN staff visit the trainees once or 
twice a year in their villages. This is an opportunity to discuss 
progress, and advise and encourage. l’he responsibility for 
follow-up is increasingly being given to local people who have 
attended one of the courses. Local supervisors in each area 
ensure more frequent cont,act and facilitate medicine distribution 
and the rapid communicat.ion of problems back bo the Centre. 

Trainees are instructed in the use of only those veterinary drugs 
which are readily available in Nepal. However, drugs cannot 
always be obtained in remote hill areas and at present the 
programme supplies them. In the long term it is hoped that local 
shops wilI stock these medicines. 

The community has to decide how to remunerate the trained 
farmers for their services as village Animal Health Worker. Often 
the basic box of c’sugs is provided free initially with instructions 
to sell at 10 per cent profit and to use the cash to maintain stocks. 
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However, difficulties arise when treating animals belonging to 
friends or relauves who may not, feel they should pay. Cjometimes 
payment in kind or in food is made. Programme st;tff may have 
to hold a meeting In the community and point out that if the 
medicines are not paid for, the supplies will be exhausted and the 
service will cease. It is sometimes also necessary to persuade the 
trainees t.o save the money collected for buying more medicines. 

In general, the programme has achieved signiiicant results 
because of the UMN staffs’ capability and strong commitment 
and the eagerness to learn shown by the Nepali farmers, who 
frequently had to deal with their animal problems themselves 
since many of them live several days walk from the nearest 
veterinary facility. 

Upgrading traditional veterinary skills in India 

A somewhat, different approach to training Animal Health 
Workers has been developed in Kutch in western India where 
herdsmen and deshis (local animal doctors), most of whom are 
iliit,erat~e, are trained for just three days in the use of a ‘PACK’ or 
Primary Animal Health Care Kit. The kit contains basic: vet,erinary 
equipment and 10 medicines obtainable from local chemist shops. 

Kutch has an arid t.o semi-arid climate and much of the land 
area is either rough grazing or barren. Keeping livestock is an 
important activity for many Kutchi people and yet out of 26 
government veterinary posts only 12 were filled in 1986. A locai 
rural development organization, the Vivekanand Research and 
Training Institute (VRTI) Frost worked with Kutchi stock owners 
during a massive sheep and goat deworming and vaccination 
campaign as part of relief work during a period of drought. Prom 
this imolvement grew the desire to establish a long-term 
livestock development project. 

Within the livestork-owning communities in Kutch there are 
people known as deshis - doctors who treat, sick human and 
animal pdt,ients. These people usually give treatments free of 
charge, but the nature of their work means that they are well 
respected and they have a high status. 

When startittg its livestock development project, VRTl 
identified experienced d&G animal doctors and discussed with 
them ma.lor local livestock problems and the sorts of treatments 
they used. VRTI personnel found that the deshis could clearly 
describe and give local names to many diseases, but there were 
some conditions which did not respond favourably to any of their 
treatments. 
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Their concepts of the causes and transmission of diseases and 
how to prevent, the17 were vague. From these discussions and 
VRTI’s own knou,ledge, the topics for an initial primary animal 
health care course were select,ed. Medicines and equipment were 
chosen for a kit to help extend the range of disease that local 
people could treat effectively and a training programme was 
prepared. 

Training consists of a short, participative course carried out 
on three separate days, with a week or more between each day’s 
training. Instead of a residential course at a training centre this 
training is conducted near to the homes of the trainees so that 
poor livest,ock farmers, who may not be able to leave home for a 
residential course, are not excluded from training. 

Select~ion of trainees followed many visits and discussions by 
VRT! field st~aff. In most villages selection was easy because there 
was one herdsman or deshi who performed most~ of the 
treat~tnents. In other communities there were many meetings with 
farmers known to VRTI staff, village leaders and others before 
choosing candidat~es for the PACK course. Before training began, 
meetings were always held with the sarpanclz, the leader of the 
village council and, where possible, a mass meeting was held to 
inform as many people as possible of the new service. 

An important feature of the training methodology employed is 
the etnphasis on participative techniques and leaning practical 
skills by supervised practice. Instructional techniques developed 
bk~ the British Agricultural Training Board were adapted for use 
in Kutch. In particular, VRTI trainers were shown how to use 
quest,ion and answer t,echniques effectively to involve all 
members of the group and mainta.in their concentration without 
exposing an individual’s lack of knowledge; how to plan for 
training (including the production of illustrated ieaflets for 
trainees, many of whom were illiterate); and how to instruct 
people in new practical skills, building their confidence and 
competence in carrying out new tasks. 

The basic kit Gf drugs and equipment which is provided to the 
Animal Healt,h Workers during their training (the cost. of a PACK 
is about Rs.150 or Sn is paid for by VRTI from its own funds. 
However, during training it. is stressed that treatments must, be 
recorded and charged for according to recommended fees. If the 
PACK holder is illiterate, a lit,erate neighbour or relative writes 
in the case book the condition observed and the treatment given. 
On the 28th of each month all Animal Health Workers come to 
VRTI’s office (bus fares are paid for those who have far to come) 
and b&g their case books with the previous mottth’s entries. The 
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PACKS are restocked from VRTI’s store of medicines purchased 
from local chemist shops. The Animal Health Workers lrave to 
pay for replacement medicines although VRTI has been 
subsidizing the cost by 50 per cent. This has been justified 
because de+&doctors formerly worked without charging for 
their services and have difficulty in recouping the money. Ideally, 
in the future, village shops will stock PACK medicines and Animal 
Health Workers will charge enough to buy replacement medicines 
directly. Because deshi-doctors have worked in the past without 
cash payment, the cost-recovery component of the system, which 
is fundamental to the eventual independence and self-reliance of 
t,he Animal Health Workers, has proved difficult to achieve. 

Mass meetings Tao inform villagers of the existence of the PACK 
service and t,o emphasize the terms on which it is provided have 
helped the people to realize that if they want the service to 
cont.inue it. must be paid for. Some had thought that all medicines 
were free or t.hat the Animal Health Workers were paid salaries 
by 1XTI. Most people know that if the ‘Veterinary Doctor’ is called 
from the town a considerable charge will be incurred and are 
slow to accept that the Animal Health Worker must be paid too 
if he or she is to be able to restock the kit. The Animal Health 
Workers themselves now clearly understand that, when t,hey 
come for replacement medicines at the end of the month they 
must pay for them. 

The system has been well accept.ed by the authorities. This is 
p’dt%ly due to VRTI’s connections and good relations with local 
dignitaries. but also because the government vet based in the 
t,own in the project area has found that the project does not 
encroach on his work. Since the cases treated by Animal Health 
Workers mainly belong to poor farmers in viilages far from the 
town, the vet is relieved not to be burdened with the extra work 
load. 

Ry 1986, 18 P,4CK centres were operat.ional and in the 
preceding two years almost 4,000 cases had been treated by 
Animal Health Workers. 

The success of the animal health programme in Kutch has 
encouraged tl:e uptake of the method by ot,her development 
agencies in different locations in Gujarat State. 

in addition, the Intermediate Technology Development Group 
has employed a vet to establish related livestock development 
work in Kenya, where a similar decentralized approach to training 
will upgrade local skills in a way designed to be of long-I&sting 
value to the livestock-owning community. 



LAWYERS IN BANGLADESH -AN 
EXPERIMENT IN LEGAL LITERACY 

SalmaSobhan 

Sample case histories 

In Nandar Ah’s village a young man was about. to be married. The 
young man’s parents, as has become customary in recent years, 
were demanding a dowry from the bride’s family. Nandar Ali 
explained to the parents that the giving or taking of a dowry is 
against the law. The parents were not corivinced, but Nandar Ali 
did not give up. He approached the young man himself who 
proved to be more easily persuaded and agreed to a dowryless 
marriage. The young man’s parents were incensed but he 
remained adamant and the marriage took place without. a dowry. 
His father refused to attend the wedding but a week later was 
seen t,o be ‘coming round’. 

Hashim is arranging for the registration of a marriage. He has 
contacted the marriage registrar for that area and made it clear 
to him that he knows the ofticial rates for the registrar’s services. 
The registrar understands that he must. comply with these. The 
parents of the couple are reassured that the cost of complying 
with the legal provisions that make registration of a marriage 
mandatory will not be prohibitive. The bride’s parents in 
particular feel reassured that the terms and conditions of the 
marriage are to be documented. This will not make the marriage 
any more stable but it will at least impress upon the groom and 
his family t.hat they are committed to certain duties. If there is 
any marital dispute, the registration document will give the bride 
access to the courts. 

‘Munshi’, as he is known in the village, is respected for being 
an educated man (t,he literal meaning of munshi is scribe - 
‘Munshi’s’ name is Queyamuddin). People often come to him to 
solemnize marriages. Under the Marriage Registration Act, only 
the duly appoint,ed Marriage Registrars can register a marriage. 
Although these officials can also solemnize marriages, ‘non- 
officials’ are not barred from doing so. Munshi is approached by 
the parents of a young girl and asked to officiate at her marriage. 
Munshi asks how old the girl is. The parents say ‘about 16 or 17 
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years old’. Munshi tells them that their daughter is under age - 
the minimum age for marriage for girls in Bangladesh is 18 - 
and that they should wait till she is of marriageable age. 

Sonaban hears from her neighbour that a marriage hs been 
arranged in the village on the payment of a dowry. Sonaban goes 
to t,he bride’s parents and explains to them that., under the law, 
they are punishable if they give a dowry to thei daughter. The 
punishment is a year’s imprisonment, she t.ells them, or a heavy 
Iine, or even both. 

LXandar .Ali, Hashim, Munshi and Sonaban are four members 
of a group who are known as paralegals. This group is the first 
of it.s kind - a gathering of lay, mostly unlettered villagers who 
have, over a period of nine months, received training from the 
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) in some 
aspects of the law. There are altogether 18 of them, ten women 
and eight men, with ages ranging from 32 to 56, and they are the 
vanguard of an exciting experiment in legal literacy. 

Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee 

The Hangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) is an 
organization that works with the rurai poor. Its target groups are 
made up of those villagers who have to sell their labour for more 
t~han 100 days in a year. BRAC has been functioning since 1972 
and it quickly moved out of the relief work that was necessary 
in the aftermath of the war in 1971 intro development work. It 
aims at self-sufficiency and works towards ‘involving the rural 
people themselves in the planning process to enhance their power 
to change the traditional relationships of dependency and to 
increase their control over productive resources’. The groups are 
trained to identify problems and their sources and to try to work 
towards solutions. Integrated programmes have been developed 
dealing with health and nutrition, management (human 
development and communications), primary and adult education 
and income-generation schemes. There is a continuous evaluation 
process in keeping with BRAG philosophy of learning from its 
mistakes. 0utside evaluations are also invited. 

One such evaluation, carried out in 1983, recommended that 
‘a future need for village women (as well as village men) is legal 
support services. Some ways this could be done is by training 
paralegal workers to operate in the villages, by lobbying for 
government legal information centres and by educating mnmbers 
of the resourceless women’s groups as legal workers who would 
teach women their legal rights and have some working knowledge 
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of the Court system’. This was a need of which BRAC workers 
themselves were beccming increasingly aware, and so the 
decision to introduce a Paralegal Training Progra.mme was 
reached. This programme, in keeping with established practice, 
was developed in conjunction with the target groups. 

Surveys and salishes 
Certain data had to be collected to identify those situations which 
give rise to conflict in the rural areas. Thus it was decided that 
two surveys would be undertaken. One survey would be held in 
an area where BRAC was active and another in an area where 
BRAC was not working. In addition, it was decided it would be 
useful to find out how well the dish worked. 

Disput~es are settled in the villages by the calling of a salish - 
a gathering of the village elders and elite who hear both sides and 
pronounce a judgment. The dish is popularly supposed to be 
an effective forum for dispute settlement. It is quick, since the 
disputing parties do not have to waste time and money in 
travelling to the nearest court and paying lawyers, and the 
‘Judges’ are local people who know the general background. 

Whether or not the salish has ever functioned as well as is 
supposed is debatable, but over the years the institution appears 
to have fallen into disrepute. One hears complaints +&at it is used 
by the richer and more influential members of society to keep the 
poor in line. It is difficult to get a sati& constituted to hear a 
particular grievance unless one has the right connections. There 
is no guarantee that any known rules will prevail and there is little 
chance that a powerful disputant will abide by a decision that is 
against his own interests. 

The surveys confirmed these complaints. It appeared that less 
than one thud of dispmes were referred to a salish. Quite often 
the narrator of the grievance would say ‘I have no connections, 
so I was not able: tc~ get a salish called. Out of those cases which 
were referred tin the dish for settlement, the decision was often 
ignored by the losing party. 

Despite this, it seemed a pity that the safish should lose 
credibility, and one of the aims of paralegal training was to see 
if the paralegals could work to make it a more effective forum. 

The role of the paralegal 
The term paralegal in the context of the BRAC programme is 
misleading. There is a tendency to equate paralegal personnel 
with paramedical personnel. A paramedic however has the great 
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advantage of being able to be effective on two fronts - 
prevention and cure. By contrast, a paralegal’s ability to effect a 
legal cure is very limited. Therefore it was decided that the 
objectives of the paralegal training would be to train people to 
inform others of their legal rights and to try to gain access to the 
s&3 where it was hoped that they would be in a position to 
make an informed input. 

Thus, of the four possible roles that a paralegal could play as: 
0 repositories and disseminators of information 
0 counsellors, advisers and arbiters 
G Interveners, ‘watchdogs and 
0 conduits to and liaison with the legal profession, 
it was decided to limit the scope of their functions to the first two. 

Recruitment and training 
Twenty of the target groups were informed that BRAC would be 
st,arting a paralegal training programme and were asked to 
nominate a group member who would benefit from this training. 
The only guideli.nes were that the person should not be too 
involved with other BRAC programmes as this programme would 
need a considerable input of time. Their selections were 
excellent. There were only two drop-outs from the 20 selected 
and all the 18 appeared to have a natural aptitude for the law. 

The first meeting with the paralegals was in August 1986. 
Tabulations of the two surveys on issues giving rise to conflict 
had shown that !and and dowry caused the most problems. 
However, in keeping with BRAC’s method of participatory 
teaching, the paralegal trainees were engaged in a dialogue about 
the issues on which they felt they most needed information. 

This dialogue was very animated and everyone had a lot to 
say. Altogether about 20 issues or problems were identified. 
These ranged from dowry, maintenance and divorce to auction 
saies, i&erita.nce right.s and false arrest. On the basis of this 
dialogue three broad heads were identified - fa.mily law, 
inheritance and land law. (Later, a fourth module was added on 
constitutionai law and criminal procedure.) 

Each training claim was scheduled to Lake place independently 
at intervals of at least six weeks and wzw to last for three to five 
days. Apart from the two trainers, who had in the preceding 
months received an intensive briefing in the law. there were five 
lawyers on the teaching team. These were the programme head 
and two researchers. (~11 +,hree of whom were women) and the 

E field back-up team. . 
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The teaching modules were developed on the basis of the 
survey results but their structure ;~as kept flexible to be able to 
incorporate the questions and problems of the class. 

Family law 
Discussions had been planned on t.he following topics: minimum 
age of marriage, the elements of a valid marriage, registration of 
marriages, polygamy, divorce, maintenance and the custody of 
children. A start was made by asking each of the paralegals details 
of their dates of marriage, their ages at the time azd so on. Most 
of the men had been married in their eariy twenties, most of the 
women in their very early teens. It was possible to establish that 
the system of giving a dowry at the time of the marriage is a 
recent custom. All t,he paralegals said ‘This did not happen in our 
t.ime.’ While everyone deplored it, they all agreed that it was 
difficuk to avoid giving a dowry nowadays if one had daughters. 

There was a general consensus that this had come from an 
imitation of the richer classes. According to them, the rich had 
started giving lavish gift.s to the grooms of their daughters both 
from a vulgar desire to impress and because they had to get their 
less well-favoured daughters off their hands. What started as 
imitalion had become an expectati‘>n and now it was a sine qua 
non. The class had only heard very vaguely that some law had 
been passed against the giving of dowries (Dowry Act 1581). 
They quickly made themselves acquainted with the details. 

Polygamy and unilateral irrevocable divorce needed careful 
handling. The right of husbands in respect of both polygamy and 
divorce has been modified by statute law since 1961 but, whereas 
polygamy is rare, unilateral irrevocable divorce remains the most 
common form of divorce in the rural areas. The checks on a 
husband’s right, to ‘put away’ his wife were discussed. The fact 
that women had the right to initiate divorce proceedings and 
even exercise the right of unilateral divorce if this was written 
into t,heir contracts was informat,ion that trainees received for the 
first time. 

It was necessary during this training and the following one (on 
inheritance) to emphasize that the objectives of the statutory 
modifications were to reinforce the objectives of the Shariah law 
(which governs personal status laws for Muslims in Bangladesh). 

inheritance 
The training on inheritance was a revelation. As the target group 
was virtually landless, it had seemed that the inheritance law 
would hardly be a topic of much interest. However, in the initial 
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dialogue it was very clear that the paralegals felt that inheritance 
was a big issue, with the woman’s share causing the most 
controversy: brothers dispossessed sisters, uncles their nieces, 
and so on. The Mustim law of inheritance is a complex 
mathematical exercise involving fractions, and fractions of 
fractions. The training was started by teaching the basics - who 
the primary claimants were and what their share was. One of the 
objectives here was to bring home the point that women were 
constituted heirs. This point was quickly picked up. It was already 
common knowledge that a wife inherited from her husband and 
the precise fraction of his estate that was her entitkment was 
known too. It had been planned to keep the training within these 
basics - quite complicated enough - but it proved impossible 
to satisfy the thirst for information, partly because t~he paralegals 
had personal problems which needed to be solved. 

Ishaq Ah was interested in finding out whether he could claim 
a share in property belonging to his father’s maternal 
grandmother. His father had not claimed a share and was now 
dead. What were Ishaq Ah’s rights? 

Zobeida’s husband, wb.o was one of four brothers, had bought 
out his brot.hers’ shares in the inheritance which their father had 
left. His sister did not sell her share to him. What, is her right? 

Shonaban is the only chid of her father who is dead. He 
predeceased his father, her grandfather, who has now also died. 
What are her rights to inherit from her father and grandfather? 

These personal problems were marvellous teaching exercises 
and helped the trainers to see, as no amount of research would 
have done, the perspectives held by the people for whom the 
teaching programmes were being developed. 

Land law 
The t,raining on land law was in a. way the most inrportant. The 
surveys showed that ownership and possession of land is the 
most crucial facet of life in the countryside. 

The training here concentrated vn practical procedures. One 
of the most common problems is that of the fraudulent deed. 
Property is transferred by sale, the buyer receives an impressive 
deed and fails to verily it. After money has changed hands and 
the seller has disappeared, the buyer finds himself in difficulties. 

The training for this module was undertaken both in the 
classroom and in the offices to which it is necessary to go to 
verify title or to ascertain the precise boundaries of one’s land. 
It was found that theoretically most of the men knew what had 
to be done. Khalil Bhai, who was the oldest trainee, gave the class 
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a model answer on what he wouid do to verify a title. None of 
them had ever bothered to go through these motions, particularly 
in respect of any land they had inherited and were in possession 
of, because they said it was too expensive. They had not realized 
how vulnerable t,hey were to a. fraud being perpetrated against, 
them. 

It. was soon made clear that the paralegals were misinformed 
about registration fees and so on. The amounts payable were not 
as exorbitant. as they had been led to believe by the village ‘touts’ 
who offer to perform these tasks for a ‘Modesto’ fee, inflating the 
cost, to increase their fee. The ‘touts’ offers had been refused but 
many registrations had not been made. The exercise also showed 
up the practice of lettin? others go to pay one’s taxes without 
ever checking that It had been done, or the very dangerous 
practice of thumb-printing a blank piece of paper when someone 
offers to write out an application on another’s behalf. All such 
practices were discourageci with examples of how such situations 
could be exploited. 

Constitutional law and criminal procedure 
The authority given to the police is unfortunately frequently 
misused and this, except, where it is flagrant, is accepted by most 
villagers as the policeman’s right. It was felt that it would be a 
useful exercise to discuss the powers and privileges of the police 
against the backdrop of the const.itution, with particular emphasis 
on fundamental right,s. It was also hoped that this would tackle 
the problem ctf the ‘punishments’ sometimes dictated by the 
salkh 

The fist, training class was held in August 1986, the concluding 
class in May 1987. The interval between sessions was about two 
months. These intervals were used by the paralegals to hold 
meetings with their group members and also to approach people 
on an individual basis to pass on the information they had 
acquired. The lawyers in the ‘Geld had to keep a very low profile. 
They were there solely to provide a back-up service to the 
paralegals in order to reinforce the training. They were not to 
correct paraiegals publicly, even if they made mistakes, as to do 
so would have lessened their credibility and made the villagers 
turn directly to the lawyers for information. As it happened, the 
paralegals made few mistakes, only occasionally forgetting a 
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point. Refreshe- sessions were then held with two or three of the 
paralegals who were having the same problem. 

Evaluation 
One of the things the trainers most wanted to learn was what the 
villagers thought of the paralegals and how they viewed the legal 
information they were passing on. The programme officers in the 
field were asked to give their own overall impressions of the 
performance of the paralegals and the impact of their teaching, 
and also to interview different sections of the community, 
including the village ‘elite’, who might be expected to resent this 
‘encroachment’ on their preserves. The paralegals themselves 
were asked about their own impressions of their abilities and how 
they found themselves received. 

There appeared to be an overall consensus in favour of the 
objectives of the programme. The paralegals themselves, from 
the first day of the training, said that this acquisition of knowledge 
had benefited them. Their litany was ‘we didn’t know these things 
and now we do’. This too was the refrain of those villagers who 
had attended the group meetings. The villagers however were a 
little sceptical about the outcome of all this learning. With regard 
to the anti-dowry law they said ‘These laws are aU very well, but 
we don’t see them being enforced. Unless people are punished 
nothing will come of this.’ They also commented that those whc 
might already have been presumed to know the laws (the ‘elite’) 
were not particularly law-abiding. Some villagers who had 
disputes with members of the paralegals’ families were a little 
sceptical as to the role those paralegals would play if they were 
called to attend a dish on those disputes. 

As the months have gone by, the paralegals have become surer 
of themselves. The community knows more about them and feels 
that if community members can be trained in legal matters, they 
are not such esoteric affairs. The paralegal programme has gone 
a long way towards ‘demystifying’ the law. 

Modifications of the programme 

It was decided at the end of the fist training to condense the 
four modules into two, because the paralegals could ill-afford to 
lose 25 working days in a year. This will mean that the modules 
themselves will have to be restructured to give them a logical 
structure. 

The BRAG target groups will make the decision at their 
meetings as to whether the paralegals should receive any 
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reimbursement for practical help they give. If a decision to pay 
them is made, the BRAC rule of collecting money from members 
and collectively reimbursing the paralegal for the service will 
have to be followed. Particular care will have to be taken to see 
that there is nothing resembling a lawyer/client relationship 
between the paralegals and individual group members. 

Practising what you preach 

The credibility of the paralegals will depend on their own 
behaviour. Sonaban was one of those who was a bit over-zealous 
in the campaign against dowry marriages. She herself has two 
daughters so all eyes will be on her when they reach marriageable 
age. The age at which they marry will also be a matter of interest. 

Some paralegals have, in their personal lives, benefited by their 
training. Sajeda, for instance, is one of three sisters whose brother 
is not giving them their share of their father’s property. He has 
given one sister who is widowed a small fraction of the land, but 
refuses to give Sajeda or the other sister anything. When Sajeda 
pointed out to him that between the three sisters they were 
collectively entitled to three-fifths of the entire property he 
offered them a small amount each, but Sajeda knows that there 
is more land and is now trying to get the records from the 
settlement office so that she can call a salish. 

Others, however, have problems. For example, Munshi has only 
one daughter, who is not very pretty, and there will be problems 
in getting her married. IIe feels he is unlikely to get her married 
unless he is willing to pay. So far he has resisted the temptation 
to offer a dowry to a potential son-m-law, but the social pressures 
on him to get his daughter married are very great. 

It is only when test cases like this and others are won and seen 
to be won, that the paralegal training programme will be held to 
have succeeded. 



EC~N~~I$T$ IN EC cm AND 
NEPAL - THE BAREFOOT APPROACH 

0 MENT P ING 
Andrew Scott 

‘A participatory approach means bringing people into not only decision- 
making but also resource mobilization and management.’ 

Ddinition of barefoot economist 

In the developed world the expression ‘barefoot economist’ is 
finding popularity amongst those with a liking for pithy phrases 
t.o describe proponents of the so-called ‘new economics’. These 
economists are highly educated professionals who have either 
renounced their orthodox training in the world of neo-classical, 
Keynesian ,and post-Keynesian economic theory (or who never 
fully accepted it in the fist place.) This kind of ‘barefoot, 
economist’ believes that ‘economics as traditionally professed is 
too mechanistic to be of any use in the evaluation and 
interpretation of the problems that affect peasant communities 
living largely at subsistence levels’. Conventional economics is 
preoccupied with quantification, and anything not readiiy 
measurable is omitted from the economic calculus. A ‘barefoot 
economist’, however, is one concerned with the unquantifiable 
and the economically invisible. 

This type of economist also believes in local action and in 
small dimensions, believing that it is only in such environments 
that human creativity and meaningful identiCes can truly surface 
and flourish. In the ‘new economics’ the social and economic 
relations between people are, or should be, of interdependence 
not of competition and conflict. Similarly, the relationship 
between people and their physical environment shonuld be 
non-destruct.ive. As Max-Neef says ‘People must, both collectively 
and individually, feel themselves directly responsible for the 
consequence of their actions within their environment and this 
can only happen if the dimension of that environment remains 
within the human scale.’ 
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In the developing world the adjective ‘barefoot’ has other 
connotations of course, which have been earned through 
particular usage. Suggesting both poverty ani mobility, it has 
been used for a number of years to denote a paraprofessional 
field worker, someone who is not a full professional or technical 
expert but who performs the tasks of an expert in the field. 
‘Pamprofessionals offer a means of providing needed services at 
low cost to under-serviced publics’ (Max-Need). 

The first of these two meanings appears to be used only in the 
developed world and is associated only with economists, since 
doctors, lawyers and other professionals of unorthodox or 
alternative views are not usually described as ‘barefoot’. On the 
other hand, the second usage, while common in development 
literatwe, is not normally used in association with economists. 
So what is a ‘barefoot’ or paraprofessional economist? 

In this paper, drawing upon the published account by a 
self-proclaimed “barefoot economist’ of the first kind, Manfred 
Max-Neef, and on accounts of paraprofessional field workers, an 
attempt is made to illustrate and draw parallels between the two 
concepts of ‘barefoot’ and to clarify the term as applied to 
economists. 

Experts in Ecuador 

In 1971 the Mision Andina de1 Ecuador, a government agency, 
initiated a project for the ‘planning of zonal programmes for the 
modernization of rural life in the Andes’. This was a UNDP-funded 
project formulated by international experts which concentrated 
on the planning of rural development in previously neglected 
areas. Its implementation called for the services of nine UIV 
experts in addition to a Project Manager, Manfred Max-Neef, who 
relates the story of the project in his book From the Outside 
Looking In. 

The project, which went under the name ‘ECU-28’, was to be 
a regional planning exercise with the objective of speeding up the 
development of rural communities. One area was to be selected 
for which an integrated development programme would be 
prepared as a model for other areas. Improved methods of 
programme implementation and of resource allocation were to 
be formulated and established, and specific projects designed. 
In short, ECU-28 was to be like many other grand integrated rural 
development programmes in other parts of the world and was to 
be under the direction of a professional economist. 
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However, unlike many integrated area planning projects of t.he 
time, ECU-28 specified that the project ‘should promote measures 
to ensure a more active participation of the rural population and 
facilitate a better utilization of the actual and potential resources’. 
Max-Neef, a ‘barefoot economist’ of the ftrst kind, with definite 
views, interpreted this as a mandate to mobilize the peasants of 
the selected area, giving them the opportunity to design their own 
development plan. 

Participation, however,, can mean many and different things 
to different people. It has been conceived of in ways which range 
from people being almost passive recipients of development 
assistance, t.o people being fully involved in the decision-making 
process and in the formulation and implementation of 
programmes; from people being subjects of development 
programmes to being initiators. It was clearly the latter end of 
this spectrum which Max-Neef understood. 

The project’s experts held two differing views on how the 
desired participation should be achieved. Some felt that only 
through ‘conscientization’ of the peol4e would a necessary 
change in attitudes be brought about which would enable 
part~icipation to take place. The others, including Max-Neef, 
believed that a change in the ‘structural inter-relationships’ of 
people and communities was required. This change, however, 
would have to be stimulated by a catalyst from outside. The 
question was how and by whom. 

The project decided that the required disruption should be 
stimulated from amongst the peasants themselves, and not by the 
introduction of ‘agents’ from outside, whose perceptions would 
be different from those of the local people. Rather than recruit 
‘agents’ from within the communities to provide the catalytic 
effect, the catalyst for change would be a process of ‘horizontal 
confrontation and awareness’ initiated by the project: ‘it sc,emed 
plausible t.o assume that if horizontal links of commur:~:ation 
were established and problems reciprocally analysed, interpreted 
and compared, the ‘disruption effort’ might come about without 
the risk of perceptive distortions’. In other words, the change 
which would enable participation by the people in the target area 

! would be brought about through stimulating changes in the 
! ! ‘structural inter-relationships’ between them. 
i The area for the pilot planning exercise, selected following 
1 several months of study by the experts, was in the north-west of 

i 
Ecuador. Geographically, the area comprises the catchment basin 
of three rivers, Mira, Cayapas and Santiago, which to some extent 
is isolated physically from the rest of the country. Covering a total 
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area of 16,600 square kilometres, the region had a population of 
357,000 organized into 95 parishes in the provinces of Carchi, 
Imbabura and Esmeraldas. 

After selecting the area for the pilot, the project’s experts 
undertook a reconnaissance of t,he region to identify the major 
issues facing the region and devise a strategy for the preparation 
of a development plan. For this reconnaissance they were able 
to count. on the help and assistance of some of the Mision Anderia 
de1 Ecuador (MAE) field workers. The experts concluded that ‘A 
coherent, Regional Development Plan must result from the direct 
participation of grass-roots groups, using expert asssistance only 
when required’. The horizontal communication between 
communities which the experts had resolved upon was to be 
brought about by the establishment in each parish of a Committee 
of Communication, Information and Relations (CCIR). Each 
committee should be made up of people representing the local 
administrative authorities, educators, artisans, small business 
owners and peasant agricu!turalists. The functions of the 
committees would be to establish contact with other 
communities in order to generate awareness of their common 
problems and to serve as permanent. points of cont.act between 
the project staff and the parish. 

Over a period of two months at the end of 1972 a t,ota.l of 54 
CCIRs were established by the experts visiting each community. 
The experts had also instructed the members of each committee 
as to what was expected of them. The newly formed committees 
were then asked to prepare reports on living conditions and 
problems in their communities, in sections covering education, 
health, communications, problems of artisans, problems of small 
landowners and problems of landless peasants. The reports were 
to be read and discussed and approved by community assemblies. 

The diagnost~ic report from each and every CCIR was received 
by the Project Staff in Quito, where a synthesis was prepared 
which constituted a diagnosis of the problems faced by the people 
of t,he selected area. This diagnosis was sent to the CCfRs for 
comment and it was hoped that by reading the doctrment in 
communal assemblies the rural inhabitants would take their first 
step towards the formation of a regional consciousness. The 
revised document was to be the focus for the next stage of the 
planning process, ‘Peasants’ Encounters’, to be held in Quito. 

Three Peasants’ Encounters or Meetings were held, one for 
each of the three provinces, attended by a total of 300 
representatives from the CCIRs. Each group met for two days, 
with the encounters being divided into ‘commissions’ for health, 
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education, et.c. The project experts were there as advisers and 
assisted as rapporteurs. The outcome was ‘a package of 
admirably coherent, projects and propc;,b:4, identified and 
formulated by the communities’ representatives. Eighteen 
specialized reports had been produced, each comprising a 
descril:ition and diagnosis of problems, and an appraisal of 
previous att,empts to tackle them. The reports divided the area 
into zones of priority, specified the inputs expected to he 
generated locally and the essential external inputs required, 
especially tinancid and technical assistance. 

The final stage of the plan preparation exercise was a ‘Regional 
Peasants’ Congress’, with representatives from every CCIR in the 
select,ed region. This Congress agreed that the pilot region should 
be divided i,nto 12 zones, and that for each zone a development 
sub-plan would be formulated. It was understood that all the 
parishes in a zone were t.o act together in t,he execution of the 
different projects in accordance with the priorities of the 
subplan. All the individual projects proposed by the Encounter 
Commissions were discussed by the Congress. The Congress 
elected 1.5 members to a new Regional Planning Commission 
which would be in charge of the final version of the Regional 
Rural Development Plan. As a permanent. body it would act as a 
link between the national authorities and CCIRs of the region and 
would supervise the execution of the many separate projects. 

Phase 1 of the project had ended. Phase II - implementation 
- never started. During the project the government of Ecuador 
changed and an authoritarian military dictatorship took over. Any 
democratic element in the project, and the interpretation of 
‘participation’ taken by the team was highly democratic, was 
liable to be at risk from the new authorities. The Regional 
Planning Commission was a democratic body additional to and 
separate from t,he established administrative institutions and its 
existence could threaten the power of the military or at least 
provide a focus for democratic and opposibon forces. 

The pilot planning exercise of ECU-28 may be considered 
successful to the extent that it achieved the full participation of 
the people it was intended to benefit in the identification of 
problems, setting of priorities and design of projects. The 
‘barefoot, economist’, as Project Manager, was orchestrating this 
participat,ion and co-ordmating the work of elected committees. 
However. the nature of the participation pursued, which was in 
accortiance with Max-Neefs ‘barefoot’ ideas, did not have the 
support of the new state authorities. A development planning 
process is one of political economy, and the polkical aspect is 
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emphasized when plamling involves participation in the sense of 
empowering peop!e to control t.he development of their 
community. Implementation of the development plans drawn up 
under ECU-28 did not take place because t,he political power of 
the stat,e did not wish it, so to that extent the project is less 
successful. 

Organizers in Nepal 
Participation in the Small Farmer Development Programme of 
Nepal (SFDP) is participation in a different sense to that 
attempted in Ecuador. The SFDP is a combination of institutional 
credit,, effective delivery of inputs and services, and 
organizational development, aimed at disadvantaged sectors of 
the Nepalese rural population. It motivates small farmers, 
landless rural workers, fishermen and artisans to form 
organizations or groups of their own around an income- 
generating activity, based on group plans and group act.ion, 
supported by credits and supervised by extension staff. 

The SFDP was initiated in 1975 at Mahendranagar in Dhanush 
District in t,he Terai. This, and anot,her pilot project in Nuwakot 
District, were to be action-research projects to determine 
whether groups of ‘small farmers’ would be an effective 
mechanism for the conduct of various social and economic 
activities for improving welfare and delivery of inputs and 
services. The project at Mahendranagar was judged a success, 
with the formatiori of 32 groups in the first year and 13 in the 
second. By the end of 1984 a total of 110 groups had been formed 
under the project there. 

SFDP project sites, of which there are now over 250, are 
selected on the basis of an area survey and the recommendation 
of t,he District Sub-project Implenentation Committee (SPIC). 
The area survey, undertaken by government officials, provides 
information on the topography, climate, land-use pattern, 
availability of natural resources, farm family structure, incomes 
and composition of the different ethnic groups in the area. The 
SPIC is the co-ordinating body at District level for the SFDP, with 
representatives of the various line agencies. In other words the 
sites are carefully selected and investigated by the govermnent 
agencies first. The people of the area do pot participate in this 
exercise except as subjects of study. 

Before any activity under the SFDP takes place, the small 
farmers are organized into groups. The incentive for them to form 
these groups is the chance to gain access t,o credit from the 
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Agricultural Development Bank (ADB) and services from the 
various line agencies of government. The groups are intended to 
be the means for small farmers to receive these inputs. The group 
members (usually 1.5-20 at most) are required to accept joint 
liability, though activities undertaken may be on an individual or 
joint basis. The emphasis is on joint activities and efforts are 
made to form groups whose members share common interests 
or characteristics. The groups are organized by an external agent, 
the Group Organizer (GO) and, as in Ecuador, do not emerge 
through the initiatives of the small farmers themselves. 

A secondary objective of the SFDP is ‘to make the small 
farmers self-reliant in planning and implementation of the 
development programmes of small farmers’. As the groups 
become more self-reliant and independent from the GOs and gain 
more experience and confidence in their development activities, 
in the longer term the SFDP might lead to the small farmers 
attempting to transform their environment by collective effort. 
The horizontal links between groups established through the 
‘Inter-group Co-ordination Committee’ could reinforce this in the 
way horizontal communication in ECU-28 intended. 

The GOs and Women’s Group Organizers (WGOs), employees 
of the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal, are central to the 
implementation of the SFDP. They assist the small farmers in the 
project area to form their groups, to conduct group meetings and 
keep records and accounts of group activities. Each also works 
as a motivator, extension worker, and banker, and helps the 
farmers’ groups establish good relations with the several different 
line agencies involved in the Programme. 

On establishment of the SFDP in an area the GO or WGO 
conducts a detailed household survey covering such factors as 
income, lahour use, consumption pattern, skills, land use, literacy, 
health and nutritional status. This helps him or her to identify the 
small farmers in +he area with whom (s)he should work. The 
main task of the GO is then to form groups of these small farmers 
to take advantage of the SFDP. The groups are generally formed 
around some specific income-generating project. The support 
provided by the GO is not intended to be permanent and when 
the groups have reached a stage where they can function 
independemly, the GO *vithdraws. 

At Komroj, for example, where the SFDP was introduced in 
1980, the question of irrigation was raised by the villagers. The 
GO met a number of villagers and discussed their previous 
experiences in using the local river for irrigation. Villagers at, the 
river’s source had not been able to irrigate their land, and were 
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antagonistic towards any efforts to construct a canal to irrigate 
fields several kilometres away. Rich villagers at the source, who 
had been exploiting others, feared losing their power. The 
villagers also needed financiai and technical help to construct the 
canal, which was not available to them prior to the introduction 
of SFDP in the area. Having determined the situation in the 
village, the GO assisted the farmers at the river’s source to design 
an irrigation project which they couid implement. The farmers 
formed a canal construction committee and started work with 
technical assistance from the SFDP. Representatives were 
selected to form committees for construction, land-use 
compensation, labour mobilization, water management and 
distribution, water rent collection and milling and marketing. 

The GO at Kumroj was successful in organizing the farmers 
and motivating them for participation in the project. The success 
of this small project encouraged others to undertake their own 
projects. 

The GOs have varied functions for which they receive three 
months’ pre-service training at the Agricultural Credit Training 
Institute. This training amounts to orientation of the participants 
towards the aims and objectives of the SFDP and the procedures 
to be followed in its mplementation. The training course also 
briefs them about various development programmes and about 
ways of improving the socio-economic position of small farmers. 
In-service training is also provided periodically at the ACTI. The 
training approach is intended to be practical, with up to half the 
time spent in the field on existing projects. 

The GOs and WGOs of the Agricultural Development Bank are 
paraprofessionals, carrying out tasks which in other programmes 
and societies would be performed by economists. Household 
surveys, identification of target groups, project identification and 
formulation are undertaken either working alone or in 
conjunction with the groups they have helped establish. Though 
linked with a credit delivery system, their purpose and that of the 
SFDP is more than the provision and effective delivery of credit 
to the poor. They can be regarded as ‘barefoot economists’. 

‘Barefoot economists’ of this kind are not unique to Nepal, 
though they have not been called this and their work is not well 
documented. There is, however, no single model for a ‘barefoot 
economist’: the details of their organizations and duties vary from 
place to place. In Bolivia, for example, the National Community 
Development Service, established in 1964, relies on 
paraprofessionals to assist communities to gain access to health 
and agricultural services. The promotores are mostly men with 
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lit;‘e formal education and they come from the comnmnities they 
serve. They are responsible for finding solutions to problems and 
for assisting community leaders in project planning, budgeting 
and implemen:ation. They also supervise initiation of subsequent 
projects. In Sri Lanka, the paraprofessional with this role has 
been called a ‘change agent’. There the paraprofessional’s role is 
to break the structural barriers (as in ECU-28) which prevent 
villagers taking charge of their own lives. 

Comlusions 

‘%e concept of a ‘barefoot economist’ in the developed world and 
the paraprofessional concept in the developing world, emphasize 
the facilitation of people’s participation in the development of 
their own communities - and participation which is more than 
that of a subject or accepter of development activiities. The 
‘barefoot economist’ is in both cases part of a system intended 
to bring about this participation. Max-Neef, as a professional 
economist with ‘barefoot’ ideas, was at, the hezd of such an 
organization. The Group Organizers of the ADBN on the other 
hand are the troops of their organization, near the bottom of the 
hierarchy. In the latter case the economist’s functions are more 
decentralized, with the paraprofessionals undertaking survc~s 
and analysis away from the professionals. 

Oakley and Marsden have identified two different practices of 
the role of the ‘agent of participation’: to facilitate the access of 
the group to resources for development (as in Nepal.); and to 
develop awareness within the group and build up the strength 
and the organizational base of groups of rural poor (as in 
ECU-28). The paraprofessional economist is primarily of the first 
type (sometimes with various aspects of the second) and is akin 
to the more well-known and near-ubiquitous Community 
Development worker. 

Max-Keef describes outside experts in development 
programmes who ‘instead of acting as they should, that is, as 
“catalysts” for the development of hidden potential, act as they 
should not, that is, as “doers” of things that are often not desired.’ 
For paraprofessionals too, the role of catalyst is central. There 
is nothing new in economists’ work being undertaken by 
par&professionals the phrase ‘barefoot economist’ can usefully 
emphasize this role, and direct training needs to strengthen this 
important aspect of their work. 



BANKERS IN BANGLADESH - GIVING 
CREDIT ERE CREDIT IS DUE 

Ken Marshall 

One of the most enthusiastic women at the inauguration of the 
Grameen Bank by Bangladesh’s Finance Minister was Zamiran, 
a member of one of several loan groups established in Jamurki 
village, some 60 miles north of the capital city, Dhaka. Zamiran 
is the wife of a landless labourer, Amzad Ali, who could only find 
casual seasonal labour to maintain a family of four children. She 
described it as a ‘one meal a day’ family in 1980 - a clear 
indicat.ion of its poor socio-economic status. They owned no 
agricultural land, lived in a kutcha straw hut and had no animals. 
By 1985, by dint of five Grameen Bank loans, hard work and 
enterprise, Zamiran transformed the family into a three meal a 
day family, able to mortgage in 25 decimals (0.25 acres) of 
agricultural land, living in a house protected by a pucca tin roof, 
owning five pieces of furniture, four animals and more than a 
dozer. pouitry birds. 

This dramatic transformation was occasioned by her taking a 
series of small loans (all paid off on time): undertaking multiple 
occupations and reinvesting profits. The loans were made by 
Grameen Bank. The first loan was paid off quickly - within six 
months of the twelve-rronth loan period - with the profits from 
the paddy husking sufficient to pay the total loan amount plus 
interest. and the profits from cow fattening used to pay for a tin 
roof for the house. The second loan was repaid with profits from 
milk and eggs from the livestock and poultry, and the additional 
profits from milk sales and eventual sale of the cow were used 
to mortgage in 25 decimals of land for farming by Zamiran’s 
husband and only son, a further source of income to the family. 

Since these two significantly productive loans, Zamiran has 
continued t,o take and quickly repay what have effectively 
become working-capital loans, which have enabled her to expand 
the scale of her paddy husking business and diversify into goat 
rearing, as well as continuing to alternate between the seasonal 
activities of milch cow rearing and cattle fattening. 
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Table 2: Loan record of Zamire3 

LDWI 

1 

2 

3 

4 

.5 

RS?p.3~~flWf?t 
(months) 

6 

4 

8 

8 

6 

Amount 
(T&a) 
1,000 

2,000 

2,oeo 

1,000 

4,000 

Amount 
(US) 

30 

60 

60 

30 

I20 

Purpose 

cow fattening (660) 
paddy husking (4120) 
milch cow (1,900) 
chickens (60) 
ducks (40) 
cow fatining (800) 
paddy husking (1,200) 
goat rearing (500) 
paddy lask’mjj (500) 
milch cow (2,200) 
housing 

Each loan has been invested in a mix of activities dictated by 
Zamiran’s knowledge of local market opportunities, with one 
activity used to pay back the full loan amount and the other 
activities used to meet expanded consumption needs and 
investments in housing improvements and additional animals. 
Zamiran’s enterprise was underwritten by Ioans from an 
innovative credit programme, the Grameen Bank, specially 
designed and implemented for the landiess of Bangladesh. 

The Grameen Bank 

In July 1979, Bangladesh Bank, the country’s central bank, 
launched the Grameen Bank project, an experimental credit 
programme to provide unsecured loans to landless households, 
defined as those owning less than 0.5 acres of agricultural land 
or assets of equivalent value. The programme was designed to 
extend loans to enab!e the iandless to undertake a range of 
income-generating activities such as rice processing, rickshaw 
driving, livestock rearing, weaving and trading. The project had 
developed out of an action-research project designed and 
directed by an economics professor at the Chittagong University, 
Dr Muhammad Yunus. 

Dr Yunus’ initial research had been intended to demonstrate 
that rural credit programmes in Bangladesh were in reality 
agricultural credit programmes and as such could not reach the 
country’s growing number of functionally landless households 
which accounted for almost 50 per cent of the country’s 12 million 
rural households. As a result, 80 per cent of rural credit needs 
were met by recourse to the informal credit market where loan 
conditions (including effective interest rates as high as 400 per 
cent a year) were pauperizing marginal landowning households 
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and transferring control of resources, particularly land, to the 
m,oney-lending classes. This research included a small 
experimental project with one bank at Jobra village near the 
Un.iversity campus. Loans were made to landless individuals with 
Dr Yunus himself standing guarantor for each loan as required 
by banking procedures. There followed several exchanges 
between Dr Yunus and central and commercial bank officials at 
credit workshops organized in the late 1970s to discuss issues of 
rural credit. These provided Yunus with the opportunity to 
challenge conventional banking wisdom which said that the poor 
were a bad credit risk and that all credit had to be secured against 
tangible assets, thereby automz.tically excluding the very poor. 
As a result, Dr Yunus was requested in 1979 by the central bank 
to undertake a larger action-research project. 

Uy early 1981 the Grameen Bank Project had established 25 
branches in collaboration with the country’s nationalized 
commercial banks. Given this successful expansion and the 
maintenance of a loan recovery record of 99 per cent, the 
Bangladesh Bank agreed to a further round of expansion so that 
Grameen had 100 branches by 1983. As both phases confiied 
the viability and replicability of the concept of giving unsecured 
credit t.o poor rural households, a more ambitious plan was drawn 
up not on!y to expand further but also to create a separate 
autonomous bank. After careful planning - particularly of the 
financial and legal aspects of establishing a new bank -- the 
Grameen Bank was formally constituted as an autonomous 
fmancial institution specializing in supplying credit to the 
landless, in September 1983. By September 1987 the Bank had 
347 branches working in about 10 per cent of the country’s 
viilages. Currently, it has over 290,000 borrowers - 230,000 
women and 60,000 men, an unusually high proportion of female 
borrowers. Monthly loan disbursements are running at US$1.5 
million and on-time loan recovery is 97.3 per cent. In addition, in 
the past three financial years, the Bank has earned a profit on its 
lending operation, in defiance of all the conventional banking 
wisdom previously brought to bear on. the subject of rural credit. 

Organizing puincipks 

The Bank is essentially organized into village-based branches, 
each run by a branch manager assisted by up to six bank workers 
- both male and female - who are responsible for identifying 
and organizing groups of five borrowers (all-male or all-female) 
from landless households of the selected villages. At maturity 
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each branch (after 24 to 36 months) typically covers 300-400 
groups or 1,500-2,000 borrowers. Group members must not be 
related and their claims, particulariy to being landless, are 
carefr?lly checked by the bank workers by asking questions of 
others in the village. To qualify for Grameen Bank membership, 
the five individual group members are required to undertake a 
seven-day training programme including regular attendance at 
daily group meetings and dally savings of one t&a per member. 
After this training period the members undergo a probationary 
period of several weeks during which they we required to attend 
regular weekly meetings and make weekly contributions of one 
taka each to the Group Fund At the end of this period two of the 
group membei.s become eligible for loans. Once the first two 
members have established a regular repayment record, then the 
next two members become eligible for loans. Groups are 
federated in village level centres, with loans to both groups and 
centres liable to be interrupted if any one borrower or group 
defaults on repayments. The result of this ‘peer pressure’ system 
of loan securi,$y has been an unusually high recovery rate from 
households c&nsidered by Bangladesh’s banking fraternity to be 
bad credit r&s. 

The loan system has been characterized by strict attention to 
rules and discipline and application of commercial standards. 
Interest was initially charged at 13 per cent, the bank base rate 
until 1984, and subsequently raised to I6 per cent and recently 
18 per cent. Loan repayments are made in equal instahnents over 
a 50-week period with weeks 51 and 52 following the 50-week 
principal repayment period. Additional programme features 
include active participation by group members themselves in 
assessing each others’ loan requests and compulsory investment 
in two savings funds, the Group Fund and the Emergency Fund. 
Five per cent of each loan taken is deducted from the loan 
payment and credited Tao a Group Fund held on account by the 
Bank for investment activities decided by the group. Thus from 
a US$lOO loan the borrower actually receives US.%95 and repays 
the full US$IOO, whiie US% is credited to the Group Fund. The 
Emergency Fund is an additional savings source, calculated at 
25 per cent of the interest rate and payable at the same time as 
the interest. 

Borrcwers are expected to make overdue repayments either 
from savings or from future profits on their business. Where an 
individual borrower is in arrears, the presstire for repayment is 
exercised through fellow group members and, in some cases, 
overdues are paid off by the whole group from the Group Fund 
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or from a group-run business. When this happens the recalcitrant 
group member is occasionally replaced - a decision taken not 
by the Bank but by the group. Where groups or centres are in 
airrears, the Bank is able to exercise pressure by slowing down 
r$ew loan disbursements through a branch. 

‘ !/taff and training 
i Y,i-le staff training programme is a unique blend of classroom 

i ?struct.ion and on-the-job training lasting for six months -- 
zi,proximately one month in the lecture hall and five months in 
the field under the supervision of a branch manager. By the end 
of 1983 the training unit, operating from rented premises and 
using in-house and outside resource people, had trained 19 
batches of bank workers (400 in number) and ten batches of 
:bank managers (160 in number), sufficient given a drop-out rate 
of ten per cent to meet the needs of what was by then a 
lOO-branch operation employing 480 staff. Recently, the Bank has 
increased the size of its training unit to six programme officers 
and increased training capacity to 600 trainees a year to meet its 
need for over 3,000 branch workers by 1990, in addition to 
supervisory staff at area, district and HQ levels. 

Male bank worker trainees are university graduates with at 
least a first degree and are expected to work anywhere in the 
country. By contrast, given the social restrictions on women, 
female bank workers are higher secondary school certificate 
holders expected to work in their home areas. In spite of these 
constraints, half of all bank workers are female. Training 
materials have been developed largely in-house from case studies 
collect,ed by successive groups of trainees. These have been 
supplemented by use of audio-visual aids. 

Monitoring and evaluation 

A monitoring and evaluation department (MED) has been one of 
t.he many unique features of the Bank. it was especially created 
to monitor the Bank’s performance in reaching the poor and in 
maintaining its high rate of recovery. MED is responsible for 
producing a monthly spread sheet containing up-to-date 
information on lending performance disaggregated by gender and 
district. The spread sheet is a consolidated summary of 20 
separate data sheets which allow management to monitor closely 
the performance of individual branches, district, loan category, 
gender and so forth. This timely access to management 
information (recently transferred onto micro-computers) is an 
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essential feature of a system designed to track the Banks 
performance at. three levels - termed by the Bank as its 
management, earnings and loan performances. 1Jse of computers 
has facilitated the introduction of modern management 
techniques including performance-to-plan budgeting (a system 
of measuring performance against annual budgets) and ratio 
analysis (a syst.em of measuring key indicators such as loans 
made, recoveries, profits and overdues against each other, over 
time and comparing trends). 

Organization and financing 

In its initial phase of experimentation and expansion, Grameen 
Bank was orga~nized as a project of the Central Bank, and the 
country’s commercial banks, all nationalized concerns, were 
instructed to collaborate by providing credit to landless groups 
Orgdntied under the project. Grameen Bank workers were 
recruited and effectively seconded to work at the local branch 
level of whichever particular bank was designated for a particular 
area,. The branch manager was supposed to provide the loan 
amount sanctioned by the Grameen team but had no personal 
loan-sanctioning powers. 

However, this did not work out in practice in spite of 
instructions from the Central Bank. Gradually, as the experiment 
expanded, the project found the delays caused by unto-operative 
branch managers an impediment to the smooth operation of the 
scheme. These delays were not found uniformly across all 
branches, but reflected local variations. Some banks and some 
branch managers within one bank were found to be more 
co-operative than others. An added factor to increasing bank 
disinterest in further expansion of the scheme was the fact that 
all local costs of the Grameen teams were met by the participating 
banks. who claimed that the small interest margin (13 per cent) 
on the small volume of 1ent;ing was not sufficient to cover these 
costs (variously estimated at close to 20 per cent, including the 
cost of capital at a little over 5 per cent (half provided by the 
Central Bank at 8 per cent and half by IFAD at 3 per cent)) 

1 As a result, it became clear that any significant expansion of 
the scheme beyond the 100 branches reached in 1983 would 

! require establishment of a separate banking institution especially 
created to provide credit to landless households. In a remarkably 
short time, the decision was taken and implemented to establish 
the Grdmeen Bank under the GB Ordinance passed in 1983 by the 
Ministry of Finance. The Bank was given a 12-member board 
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(including two Grameen borrowers), initial paid-up capital of 
US%1 million and a wide range of banking functions, including 
deposit mobilization. The general rules continued to apply in 
terms of borrower eligibility, loan terms, etc. 

As a Central Bank project, Grameen was supported by loans 
of over US$7 million from the central bank and IFAD to create a 
revolving loan fund. In addition, IFAD and the Ford Foundation 
provided grant funds to meet the costs of staff training, work 
aids, and monitoring and evaluation. The costs of central and 
zonal administration were met by the central bank, local branch 
costs were met by the participating banks, partly funded out of 
the interest spread earned on loans made. 

By 1983, the project was achieving widespread publicity 
because of its 99 per cent recovery from the country’s poorer 
households - in marked contrast to the agricultural banks which 
were rarely recovering 50 per cent of dues and the industrial 
banks whose recoveries were below 10 per cent! Donor interest 
was such that the newly constituted Grameen Bank was able to 
sell quickly its expansion programme to three major donors, 
IFAD, NORAD and SIDA, who agreed to provide close to US%40 
million to enable the Bank to expand its branch operation from 
150 in 1985 to 500 by 1990. These funds have been provided as a 
loan by IFAD and as grants by NORAD and SIDA to the 
Bangladesh government who will in turn on-lend the funds to 
Grameen Bank at 6 per cent repayable over 15 years following a 
five-year period of grace. According to detailed projections 
prepared by Grameen and IFAD, the profits on a 500-branch 
operation lending to as many as 3 to 4 million people and earning 
an interest. spread of 12 per cent will be sufficient - given a 
continuation of high recovery rates-to pay all the running costs 
of the Bank (including depreciation) and repay the donor crei’ts 
within 15 years. Then profits would be available to fund further 
expa,nsion without recourse to external finance. Currently, in 
spite of being in the middle of expansion to 500 branches, adding 
5-6 new branches every month, the Bank has earned a profit in 
each of its last three financial years. Given that it takes a branch 
about two years to reach break-even, the Bank is now in a 
position where its mature branches are generating sufficient 
funds to meet the Bank’s overhead costs plus losses made by new 
branches in their first two years. Most significantly, the Dank’s 
head office and its zonal offices 1,end funds to the branches at 10 
per cent, with each branch becoming a separate profit centre 
with its own budgets and performance targets. 
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Types of business 

In the very participative style adopted by Grameen ISnk, 
borrowers are free to choose the type of business in which they 
invest. A verbal loan proposal is then made by a prospective 
borrower at the weekly centre meeting. The borrower then has 
to convince the other members of his or her group of the viability 
of the proposed business. In turn the group has to convince the 
bank worker. A recent bank listing showed over 420 types of 
business in which members had invested either individually or 
collectively. These were broadly classified into seven categories 
- manufacturing, agriculture and forestry, livestock and 
fisheries, services, trading, peddling and shopkeeping. In the case 
of male borrowers the most popular activity categories are 
shopkeeping and trading, which account. for 51 per cent of loans, 
followed by livestock and fisheries (22 per cent) and 
manufacturing (14 per cent). Female borrowers concentrate 
mainly on livestock and fisheries (55 per cent) and manufacturing 
(30 per cent). 

The top 25 business types accounted for 83 per cent of lending 
in 1986, the most popular types for maie and female borrowers 
being listed in the Table. 

Table 3: Popular businesses for borrowers 

MALE BORROWERS - TOP FIVE BUSINESSES (37% OF LOANS). 
Milch cow rearing 
Paddy and rice trading 
Cattle fattening 
Rickshaw pulling 
Crop trading 

FEMALF BORROWERS - TOP FIVE t?USiNESSES (74% OF LOANS): 
Milch cow rearing 
Paddy htisking 
Cattle fattening 
Goat rm-ing 
Paddy trading 

The range of activities open to women can be seen to be 
lxrticirlarly narrow, reflecting the constraint on women’s 
mobility arising from the tradition of purdah or seclusion. 
Increasing poverty - particularly among widows - is beginning 
slowly to break down seclusion, however. As this happens women 
are able Tao undertake a wider range of activities, especially if 
these are organized coilectively with a group of women investing 
as partners in a business. Women have thus been able to mvest 
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in crop production by leasing in land or in agroprocessing 
industries by setting up rice-mills. Grameen Bank has also created 
a technical resource unit within the Bank to investigate and 
promote new and improved businesses. This is helping women’s 
centres to invest in new businesses such as beekeeping and 
mechanical rice-milling, and male centres to invest in power 
tillers and aquaculture. 

Impact 

A ma.ior evaluation by the Bangladesh Institute of Development. 
Studies was designed to assess the Bank’s effectiveness in 
reaching its client group, its loan recovery record, the incremental 
income flows to borrowers, their incremental expenditure 
patterns and the cost of credit delivery. The study concluded that, 
unlike non-borrower households, borrowers had achieved 
significant real income gains, typically 30 per cent over the 
two-year period studied, in contrast to the stagnant, real income 
performance of non-GBP households. These income gains were 
used for both investment and consumption purposes and 
resulted, among other things, in increased expenditure on health, 
educat,ion and housing, particularly in the case of female 
borrowers. 

Credit has proved to be an extremely effective entry point for 
Grameen Bank in working with Bangladesh’s rural poor. Its 
excellent resu1t.s t,o date stand in marked contrast to the more 
complex, multi-functional area development programmes which 
have tried fo work simultaneously across several sectors and 
issues - credit, skill training, technology, health, education, etc. 
The Bank’s programme has been designed to meet members’ 
most immediate needs - in this case, for credit readily available 
in small amounts al,d easily accessible. Gradually, as the 
organization’s strength has built up, so additional components 
have been added. 

Through the conta,cts made by both Group and Centre leaders 
as well as bank w-orkers, members have been able to arrange 
immunization for themselves and their children, installation of 
hand tubewells for drinking water supply, vaccination for their 
cattle and poultry and other sevices previously only notionally 
available to them. They have been able to improve access to these 
services not only because of improved purchasing power but also 
because of the strength of their organization. Credit from the 
Grameen Bank has proved to be only the first step in a process 
of empowerment which has begun to reduce the dependency of 
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lan,dless members on the monopolistic elements - particularly 
moneylenders and traders - who dominate rural life in 
Bangladesh. With small but timely amounts of credit, individuals 
have been able to build up t.hat, element of financial security 
necessary to longer-term survival. In addition, as group cohesion 
and strength have grown, the landless have been able to 
participate in village polit.ics, contesting election to local public 
office and using group strength to bid for lucrative leases on 
government-owned resources such as market. places, fishponds, 
forest land and roadside verges. 

Following workshops organized by the Bank for centre leaders, 
the members have instituted a set of principles of conduct and 
social action collectively known as the Sixteen Decisions. 
Included are the pledges: 
C: we will arrange schoolit:g for our chil&en 
_~~, “~~: we will grow more veget.ables 
!L,, ~~‘, we will improve our houses 
:.j we will drink tubewell water 
~3 we wil: not give or accept dowry 
CC we will maintain loan discipline 
; we will work collectively as groups and centres. 

Conclusion 

The Grameen Bank has directly helped to raise the incomes of 
the poor, mobilized savings and put under-employed resources 
and people to productive worh. Indirectly - and as importantly 
- it, has improved the bargaining power of the poor by increasing 
t,heir optkms for credit and work. Finally, it has raised the 
confidence of the rural poor in themselves, created collective 
strength and improved the socio-economic status of women. This 
process of development and change has already been brought to 
5 per cent of the villages and landless households of rural 
Bangladesh. 

Grameen Bank has been able to provide credit at rates of 
interest, which encourage product.ive economic activity and cover 
the costs of fund mobilization and loan administration. One of 
t~he key features of the system has been careful credit supervision 
by bank workers which has enabled the Bank to maintain 
unusually high rates of credit recovery, which in turn make the 
relatively high staff to borrower ratios profitable and are enabling 
the Bank to continue its expansion programme. 

Similar, albeit smaller, programmes in Bangladesh and 
neighbouring India are strong testimony to the success of this 
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formula when underwritten by dedicated management and 
motivated staff, in this case all Bangladeshi, and careful problem 
identification and action research to design and develop working 
systems. An essential element in the Bank’s success has been its 
ability to learn lessons and adapt its systems. The unprecedented 
floods of 1987 brought pressure for rescheduling of part of the 
Bank’s loan portfolio and the Bank is currently considering its 
response which may require some modification to its procedures. 

Finally, by showing that the poor are a sound credit risk, 
Grameen Bank has pointed the way to a new system of credit 
provision and human development in which people gain control 
over their own lives through economic self-reliance and collective 
action. However, the success of institutions like Grameen Bank 
suggests that the existing banking system is inadequate to the 
task of poverty alleviation. What is needed are new banking 
structures wit,b largely generalist staff taking credit to the people 
i,n the villages. 



MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS IN 
KENYA - TME PROVISION OF 

BAREFOOT BUSINESS SERVICES 
Malcolm Harper 

The millions of small business and ‘informal sector’ operators in 
developing count~ries are themselves perhaps t.he most numerous 
and powerful example of the ‘barefoot’ approach to the provision 
of services. Wi+Aout the benefit of external encouragement or 
funding! and motivated only by their own need to survive, these 
people create jobs for themselves, their families and employees 
and also provide a whole host of goods and services at prices and 
in places which are convenient for the poor. 

There are numerous attempt~s to provide assistance of various 
sorts such as credit, training and advice to small enterprises. 
Many of these have failed because they have been delivered by 
highly qualified staff, who need expensive buildings to work from 
and expensive vehicles to travel in. They have failed not only 
because the delivery costs are so high in relation to the very 
small proportion of small enterprises they can reach, but also 
because t,heir staff are often remote from the real world of the 
people they are trying to help, even to the extent of not knowing 
the language. After all, people struggle for an education in order 
to !eave behind the squalid world of informal enterprise. They are 
unlikely to be willing to re-enter that wor!l zs advisers, bankers 
or trainers and, if they do, they are unlikely to have the right 
knowledge or attitudes to do an effective job. 

A number of agencies, both local and international, official and 
voluntary, have appreciated this prob!em and have decided to 
learn something from the clients whom they are trying to help. 
Can their assistance not be delivered by the same modest 
methods and ordinary people used by their clients, cannot 
harefoot businesses be served by barefoot~ bankers, barefoot 
consultants or barefoot trainers? 

It, could be argued that these barefoot entrepreneurs have little 
need of external assistance; all they need is to be allowed to get 
:m with their work. Many of them demonstrate a truly amazing 
degree of enterprise, tenacity, flexibility, hard work and physical 
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courage in starting and maintaining their businesses in the face 
of unrest.ricted competition and total neglect or often sheer 
hostility on the part of governments. Their products or services 
may not be of the highest ‘quality’, but they are nevertheless 
appropriate for the available resources and markets they serve. 
Their producers display amazing local skills in making use of a 
whole range of discarded materials. There is little that a qualified 
engineer can offer in the way of advice to the average village 
blacksmith or roadside mechanic and a chartered accountant 
would be unlikely to be of much use to a market shopkeeper or 
it,inerant. hawker. Most of these business people are forced by 
circumstances to make optimun~ use of their limited capital and 
to respond to the needs of the market place. They lack the 
protection of government or of private monopoly, and must be 
efficient to survive. 

Some of these people, particularly those wh9 are attempting 
to make the transition from informal to formal status, can 
nevertheless benefit from external advice. They need help to 
bridge the gap between themselves and the official world with 
which they must communicate if they are to progress beyond a 
certain size. They need help to prepare loan applications, to 
obtain licences, to select, acquire, install and operate new 
equipment, to use new materials, to acquire materials which are 
orJy available from formal sources, to find premises and to make 
use of more ‘modern’ means of promotion. All these require 
information and, particularly, contacts which are usually outside 
the world of the traditional smalLscale business person. There is: 
therefore, a ro!e for external advice, but, for the reasons already 
suggested, traditional business and technicai consultants are too 
expensive, too scarce. and in general ‘inappropriate’ for this task. 
Might this not be an opportunity for a barefoot approach? 

A case study from Kenya 

An experiment was undertaken in the early 1370s in Kenya to 
develop and test such an approach, employing fourth form school 
leavers who had failed to proceed to the fifth and sixth years of 
secondary school, with no business experience, to provide 
appropriate management consultancy to rural shopkeepers. The 
young consultants (this term was used deliberately to enhance 
their self-respect and to compensate, in part at least, for the salary 
of $20 a month which was all that a university research budget 
would allow) were selected from vast numbers of applicants who 
presented themselves in the two districts where the experiment 
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was to be carried o~ut. The ensuing mob was frost of all told about 
the job, and was warned of the salary, the temporary nature of 
the job and the lack of any t,ravel aliowances or transport 
facilities. This reduced them to a more manageable number and 
they were then given a very brief written test to gauge their ability 
to carry out simple arithmetical calculations and to appreciate 
some of the most basic aspects of business. They were also asked 
to prepare a simple sketch map of their home region in order to 
observe their written presentat.ion skills and to find out where 
they lived and what businesses were in the area, since they were 
to work from home and had to be within walking distance of a 
reasonable number of markets. Those who passed this test were 
interviwed for a few minutes, to judge their initiative and their 
ability to respond t.o unexpected questions. 

Six people were selected from each of the two regions, and 
were trained for two months; as a fmal selection device, they 
were warned that only four of t,hem would actually be employed 
as consultants; the two weakest in each region would have to 
leave after training. 

The training itse!f consisted of two days a week of classroom 
sessions; they spent the other days attached to local shops and 
other businesses. who agreed to take them as free labour in return 
for answering their questions. They completed simple 
assignments in each business, inv&ing basic diagnosis of 
business practices, and also worked on exercises on financial 
management and diagnosis, and recommendations for unproved 
management. in such areas as stock selection and control, 
promotion and simple record keeping. 

After a final test, which was mainly a pretext for the dismissal 
of the two who had not shown the necessary ability, although 
t~hey ha,d clearly identified themselves earlier, the consultants 
were sent into the field. Because the periods of business 
attachment during the training had progressed from observation 
through diagnosis to recommenadtion, the transition from 
training to consultancy was in a sense gradual; when they were 
in the field, they had fortnight.ly half-day sessions when they 
shared their clients’ problems with one another, presenting them 
very m,uch in the same way as they had learned during the training 
exerci,ses. 

The consultants advised a tot,al of around 200 shops; the impact 
of their advice was measured after six months through simple 
before-and-after observation, and by asking the clients at the end 
of the period whether they would be willing to pay $1 for each 
visit in future. Although the service had been free up to ihtzt time, 
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about 70 per cent of the clients said that they would be willing 
to pay; they felt that their improved results would justify such a 
charge. 

The experiment was then concluded, although one or two of 
the consultants were encouraged by the positive reaction of their 
clients to continue with the work, without the benefit of the very 
close supervision they had had during the experiment, and for a 
fee. The others, as well as those who had been dropped after the 
training, succeeded in finding jobs although they had all 
previously been unemployed. This was a rewarding by-product 
of the experiment. 

This Kenyan experiment has been described in some detail, 
partly because it was closely monitored and evaluated. It was 
nevertheless very limited the clients were only advised for six 
months, only shopkeepers were included, in the interests of 
homogeneity and ease oft testing and evaluation; and the short 
duration and lack of any institutional base prevented the 
development of relationships with banks and other sources of 
small business services which are such an essential part of 
programmes of this type. 

Experiences elsewhere 

Similar ‘barefoot’ business consulting services have subsequently 
been provtded in a number of different places, sharing some 
aspects of the Kenyan experiment but based mainly on local 
circumstances. Table 4 summarizes, briefly, some aspects of eight 
of these programmes. The information may in some cases be out 
of date, as such services evolve, change and may indeed cease 
to operate at all in response to circumstances, but the Table does 
illustrate the diversity of possibilities. 

Degree of ‘barefootedness’ 

The degree of ‘barefootedness’ depends on local circumstances 
and, in particular, on the relationship between the employment 
situation and the output of the various levels of education. It has 
generally been found appropriate to recruit consultants from the 
highest level of education at which a substantial number of 
people still fail to find employment. Since edticational output is 
almost always ahead of employment opportunites, this ensures 
that the consultants are above average in intelligence and 
persistence, since they have achieved a higher than average level 
of education. They are, nevertheless, ‘hungry’; they are unlikely 
to be alienated from their home environment by their education 
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Table 4: Experiences in barefoot business consultancy services 

AGENCY 

DESAP 
Program Of 
F”“dhO” 
Carvajal 

OUALIFICATIONS 

jtinior 
uniwsity 

Industrial 
Plomatio” centre 
LiT2 Project 

Partnership ‘or 
PmdUCtiYit” 
,FfPI sotswa”a 

P‘P Kenya 

SERWCE 

CO”S”lf.4”C” 
integrated 

CO;lS”kZS”C” 

Consultant” 

CO”S”lta”C” 

Cons”lta”c” 

Loans + 
COnSUltanC” 

SUSlNESS 

tTk¶““‘aCt”ri”g 

secondary School 

Development Of 
Malswia” Traders 

Communio, & 
Enterprise 
ASSiStEl”Ce 

junior 
secondary SChDOl 

secondary school 

secondary school 

secondary SCh”01 

trading 

alI types 

tiading. Iam 
ma”“fact”ring 

agricultural 
related 
e”terpriSBS 

7ll~““f~~fU~i”g 

manu‘eeturing 

HP 
Somelia 

EuroAction Acord 

secondary sdlool 

secondary school 

WNDNG 

Client tees 
+ Foundation 

German aid 

foreign donors 

toreign donors 
+ Client fees 

foreign donors 
+ client fees 

foreign donor6 
to be replacwi 
by earnings from 
loan ecbnw 

foreign donors 

fee*, interest 
earrings + do”ors 



and they recognize that comfortable, white-collar capital city 
employment is unlikely to be within their reach. They are 
therefore willing to work in rural areas and urban shanty towns, 
and accept the modest salaries which are necessary if such 
services are to be economic. 

Transport is a vexed problem in most developing countries; 
access to a vehicle is an important source of status, a valuable 
resource and a frequent cause of friction. Vehicles, with their 
maintenance and fuel costs are expensive to run, particularly in 
relation to local incomes. None of the business advisers in these 
services has a car at his or her disposal. Some have bicycles, 
some have motorcycles and others walk or use public transport. 
This may be the single most obvious distinction between them 
and other advisers. 
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Nature of training 

The original Kenyan experiment was undertaken in the field 
because it was realized that 3assroom training was of little value 
to most~ small-scale business people, since they were unable to 
be away from their businesses for any significant amount of time 
and their limited education made it difficult for them to adjust 
to a classroom situation (especially if their competitors were 
present) and to apply to their own businesses what they had 
learned in general terms. There are, however, services such as 
the DESAP programme in Cali, Colombia, where a formal course 
of classroom training is effectively integrated with one-to-one 
field consultancy to assist in the implementation of what has 
been learned. In other cases, classroom training is provided by 
the consultants or others on an ad hoc basis when it appears that 
a number of clients need to know the same thing. Technical 
training can also be provided in conjunctron with this type of 
consult,ancy, as is being done for refugees in Somaha. Trainees 
can be assisted on site to start or expand their businesses once 
they have received the technical training which will enable them 
to do this. 

Combining technical and business advice 

In some places, attempts are being made to combine technical 
and business advice. This is obviously desirable, if it proves to 
be possible, since in the vast majority of small enterprises the 
management function is not separated from the technical one. 
The same person is responsible for both, and a consultant who 
only addresses management problems is perceived by most 
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business people as being concerned with what is by far the least 
important, of the two functions. It is hoped that in the future an 
approach can be evolved whereby barefoot consultants can be 
trained to offer a ‘value engineering’ service to all types of 
small-scale manufacturing enterprises, by asking the right 
questions about materials, processes and so on. At this stage, the 
best that can be achieved is a referral system, whereby the 
generalist barefoot consultant has been trained to recognize 
situations where technical expertise is necessary, which may 
then be made available by specialists within their organizations 
or elsewhere. There are usually insufficient businesses of only 
one type in any one area to justify specialist barefoot technology 
consultants, but. this remains an area for future experimentation. 

The question of credit 

Opinions differ as to whether loans should or should not be 
provided by the same service which employs the consultant. On 
the one hand, a consultant without~ lending responsibilities will 
be perceived as a source of advice, rather than cash, and wiU 
therefore be more like!y to obtain frank information on which to 
base his diagnosis and recommendation. If the client has 
borrowed money, a consultant who is also responsible for the 
loan will be perceived as a debt collector rather than an adviser; 
this also pollutes consultant/client relationships. On the other 
hand, although unthinking loan hunger or the capital shortage 
illusion are a!1 too prevalent, there is a genuine need for finance, 
and advisers without access to it may be regarded as irrelevant.. 
In addition, !ecding may be the only way in which consultants 
can eventual!y pay their way. Fees can he and are charged in 
some places, but are usually no more than a small proportion of 
the total costs. Higher than average interest rates are of little 
significance to small-scale borrowers, but can make a significant 
contribution to the cost of a consultancy service. 

Self-financing services 

It could be argued that such self-sustainability can only be 
achieved if the barefoot advisers become Little more than 
barefoot moneylenders, who are already all too familiar as 
providers of allegedly extortionate credit to small-scale farmers 
and others. However, experience with fomral credit schemes has 
frequently shown that moneyltnders actually provide a better 
service, even though their intel~,est rates are several times higher, 
because of t,heir rapid sertice and the lack of expensive, 
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intimidating and time-consuming formalities. Extortion 
undoubtedly occurs, but barefoot banking can itself be a viable 
enterprise and can be combined with barefoot consultancy of the 
sort described. 

There are a number of examples of this type of operation, 
particularly in the Philippines. Manila Community Services lnc 
(MSCI), for instance, has enormously increased the outreach of 
its market trader credit programme by setting up its initial 
borrowers, who are themselves market women, as retailers of a 
credit which MSCI now only wholesales. The spread earned by 
these women enables them to offer an effective service whereby 
they not only extend credit but also offer friendly advice to large 
numbers of their less experienced fellow traders. They 
themselves are increasing their income, credit and advice are 
made available to more people, and MSCI have secured a delivery 
system which is far less expensive and more effective than 
employing its own staff. 

Any agency providing externally supported services for 
enterprises should aim to ‘put itself out of business’, either by 
developing its clients to the level at which they have no further 
need of its services or, more realistically since the numbers are 
so large and new entrants are continually coming up, by helping 
barefoot bankers, advisers, trainers and others to become 
se!f-supporting enterprises themselves. Those who are better 
shod are too expensive, too few and too disqualified by their 
fortune to provide much in the way of useful services to small 
enterprises. The barefoot approach can eventually lead to 
employment opportunities and improved services for small 
business, from which external assistance can be withdrawn with 
confidence. 



VILLAGE ARTISANS IN BOTSWANA - 
THE TRAINING OF BAREFOOT 

TECHNICIANS 
David tiger 

There has been growing recognition in recent years that whilst 
the potential for job creation in the ‘modern’, usually capital- 
intensive sector, is severely limited, there is often considerable 
potential for expanding the ‘informal’ sector. The informal sector 
is variously defined, but usually includes people who work 
part-time at a fairly low level of production, are largely 
self-employed, have little in the way of business premises or 
equipment and are oumide the framework of business 
regulations, licensing and tax. Tinsmiths, carpenters, cobblers 
and ‘bush mechanics’ are typical examples. 

However, the countries with the most flourishing informal 
sector have tended to be ones with a relatively large, or 
concentrated, population and a lack of access to cheap 
massproduced goods. often coupled with problems such as lack 
of foreign exchange. 

Botswana’s economic environment displays none of these 
features, and at fist sight, is not likely to be conducive to informal 
sector development. With a population of one million spread 
over an area considerably larger than France, there is a limited 
potential market. Botswana is also heavily dependent on South 
Africa and is a member of the Southern African Customs Union. 
There is no provision within this agreement for protecting 
small-scale industries and Botswana is thus dominated by 
centralized mass-production industries, either in South Africa or 
in the urban enclave within Botswana. Botswana also displays 
many of the symptoms of a classic dual economy. With two of 
the largest diamond mines in the world and 14 months of foreign 
exchange reserves, it has one of the highest per capita average 
incomes in the developing world. However, more than half of the 
population live below the ‘poverty datum line’, a statistical 
concept which defines only the most basic human needs in terms 
of nutrition, shelter and c!othing and 60 per cent of the population 



The village tannery unit 

The first project to be started, in 1~980, was the village tannery 
unit. Botswana has over two million cattle, thousands of sheep 
and goats and perhaps one of the largest national wildlife herds 
in the world. Unlike other countries’, this wildlife resource is 
considerably under-utilized. Botswana has a policy of 
conservation combined with controlled exploitation of wildlife 
for those species which are over-stocked. The ownership of cn.ttle 
is very unevenly distributed, with half of the national cattle herd 
being owned by seven per cent of the households. When it comes 
to wildlife however, many of the poorest people still rely on 
bunting and gathering for survival. For this group in particular, 
skins have tended not to be regarded as a useful by-product. 

In order to maintaiil the philosophy of maximizing the use of 
local mat,erials, some research was necessary to assess the tannin 
content of local trees, shrubs and roots. A number of satisfactory 
sources were found, but more recently it was discovered that 
jatropha termindia is highly effective and can reduce the time 
necessary for tanning by almost half. 

The tannery offers training both at the RIIC itself and in the 
field. 
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are currently receiving government emergency food rations after 
five years of drought. 

The village artisan training programme 

It was against this unpromising background that the Rural 
Industries Irmovation Centre (RIIC) decided to embark on its 
Village Artisan Training Programme in 1980. The goal was to try 
and create an increasing number of ‘barefoot technicians’ who 
would work within the informal sector, using local materials and 
locally produced tools as much as possible to provide a variety 
of support services to other producers, especially farmers. It was 
believed that although it is almost impossible to compet.e with 
mass-produced goods and services on the small- and medium- 
scale, it, might be possible for these barefoot technicians and 
producers to succeed at the ‘micro-scale’. They would have no 
overheads and would require a minimal amount of working 
capital. Some of t,hem would come from fairly remote settlements 
with limited access to t.he mass-produced goods distribution 
system and low incomes. Nevertheless there would still be some 
basic needs related to the technician’s skills, whether it be 
producing a coffin or repairing a plough. 
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A typical field project is the one undertaken in 1980 in the 
Kweneng District, in the western desert area. A local development 
trust in one of the villages organized six ,groups of hunters into 
co-operatives. The RIIC then provided field-level training in the 
processing of skins. The development trust, in co-operation with 
the government. Rural Industrial Officer, organized the marketing. 

The village carpentry unit 

The second artisan training unit to be started was in carpentry. 
Again, the emphasis is on self-sufficiency, with minimal external 
input. Trainees are taught how to identify particular indigenous 
trees for their timber characteristics and how to manufacture 
work-benches, vices and other simple equipment, so that they 
will be able Tao begin production ‘under the tree’, with only a few 
purchased tools. 

As with the tannery unit, some practical research was carried 
out, for example on how to produce round timber products 
without an expensive power-driven lathe. A simple horizontal 
foot-powered lathe was produced at minimal cost, which can be 
easily ‘home-made’ and can run at three speeds through a 
stepped-pulley transmission. 

The village blacksmith unit 

The blacksmith unit, started in 1982, perhaps has the greatest 
potential, although it faces a number of problems. 

Training is based on the use of local scrap materials and the 
trainees are first taught how to produce their own bellows and 
forges. They then go on to make basic blacksmith’s tools 
including tongs, punches, hammers and the like. 

After doing two courses, the village blacksmith will have a 
wide range of skills and potential products. He will be able to 
make axes, knives, adzes, rakes, hoes, spades, picks, hammers, 
buckets, stoves and trunks, as well as being able to make parts 
for agricultural implements. He will also be able to produce a 
range of simple low-cost transport items including wheelbarrows, 
handcart.s and donkey carts using a special ‘no welds’ design. 

However, one of the most important functions of the barefoot 
blacksmith is his abiliw to provide back-up support in repairs and 
maintenance to agricultural equipment. The government’s Arable 
Lands Development Programme (ALDEP) aims at providing a 
package of inputs, techniques and services to increase the 
productivity of those farmers who try to operate at slightly above 
subsistence level. As part of the package, thousands of 
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animal-drawn ploughs, planters and harrows have been made 
available to farmers on a subsidized basis. It was soon realized 
that in remote land areas there was no back-up service available. 
In fact, even before the ALDEP programme started, anybody who 
lived in rural Botswana was familiar with the sight of a plough 
or other piece of agricultural equipment lying idle under a tree, 
only because of the lack of a few bolts or other simple spares. 

The ‘modern sector’ distribution network for spares and repairs 
does not reach these areas and would be unable to do so on an 
economic basis. However, the barefoot blacksmith, who is often 
himself a farmer in years of good rains, can provide these services 
at low cost and manufacture many parts which are unavailable 
locally. A number of studies have shown that lack of either draft 
power or primary tillage equipment in good order during the 
critically short period prior to and during the rams leads to either 
a failure to plant on the part of many, or to untimely planting 
with a lower chance of success. The village blacksmith training 
unit is effectively addressing at least one of these problems. 

Problems ad constraints 

Although it is six years since the RIIC started its first artisan 
training unit, the tannery, the organization was at that time 
suffering from a severe lack of human and financial resources 
and activities started gradually on a very small scale. As resources 
improved, so did both the quality of training and the number of 
trainees, so that by 19834 the Centre was training as many as 200 
people each year, more or less evenly divided between the basic 
and upgrading courses. 

There began to be increasing evidence that many of the 
ex-trainees were not going into production or using their skills. 
Apparently this was for reasons other than saturation of the 
market. As a result the number of trainees has now been reduced, 
with increased emphasis on ‘follow-through’. 

Botswana has a bewildering abundance of small business 
support services and also many sources of capital, including 
government grants. It was initially assumed that if the technical 
skills could be provided, together with some ‘linking’ assistance 
from the RIIC Extension Team, this would be sufficient for the 
graduates to get into business with the support from this large 
network of existing agencies. There has also been some tendency 
to duplicate services already offered, so that RIIC had been 
reluctant to get into business education or financial support. 
However, it is now clear that simply providing the technical skills 
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and a few tools is not enough and RIIC is therefore moving 
towards the provision of some of these services on an 
experimental basis. 

A modest start was made in 1985 when RIIC ran a joint course 
with ‘Partnership for Product.ivity’, a non-government agency 
that provides business advice and micro-financing, mainly for the 
informal sector. This was not entirely successful, as the trainees 
proved highly motivated in acquiring the technical skills, but not 
very enthusiast,ic about the business advice. Such advice will 
probably prove more effective in future lf it can be provided in 
the field rather than at the Centre, so there are plans to equip 
extension staff with the necessary skills. 

Although small-scale grant financing is theoretically easily 
available for the small rural producer through the government’s 
‘Financial Assistance Programme’ (FAP), such grants may in 
practice take six months or more to process and the applicant 
also has to provide a certain percentage from his or her own 
resources, which is often impossible. RIIC is therefore 
introducing a pilot scheme whereby those trainees who show the 
greatest promise are given the equivalent of about $100 in tools 
and mat,erials immediately on completion of training. This could 
also be counted as an ‘own contribution’ and will enable them 
to get into business on a very small scale whilst awaiting further 
support from FAP. 

Future directions 

In 1987, in addition to introducing some new units such as the 
barefoot chemists who will be able to make candles, soap and 
allied products, RIIC was planning to undertake two major 
initiatives to address the problems faced by the present training 
units in getting its graduates into production. 

First, t,here will be a detailed follow-up study of 50 ex-trainees 
to identify the constraints they are facing in getting into business. 
Through the existing follow-up work and from a seminar of 
ex-trainees held in 1986, there is already an indication of what 
some of the problems may be. For example, the blacksmith 
training is based on the use of scrap material, mainly from 
vehicles, but this is not always readily available in remote 
locations. It is hoped that this follow-up survey will provide a 
more detailed and systematic analysis. 

Second, using the best of the ex-trainees from the blacksmith 
unit, it is planned to establish seven blacksmith ‘mini-centres’ 
around the country, with full initial support provided, including 
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a simple workshop, tools and equipment, and working capital. 
By monitoring these units very closely it is expected that 
operational problems and requirements for extra technical, 
business or other assistance will be identified more quickly. The 
physical facilities will remain the property of RIIC until the 
blacksmith can prove himself, and then will be handed over to 
the entrepreneur in exchange for his continued support to RIIC 
initiatives in training and in transfer of technology. The 
‘mini-centres’ can also be used as a testing ground for new 
products designed by RIIC for eventual incorporation into the 
training programme. 

The next few years are likely to be troubled ones in Southern 
Africa. It is hoped that the establishment of the village artisan 
naining approach on a firmer foundation will, in a small way, 
help Botswana to become more economically self-sufficient. It 
is also possible that some of the lessons learnt may be of benefit 
to the other neighbouring ‘frontline states’. 



MECHANICS IN INDIA -VILLAGE- 
LEVEL HANDPUMP MAINTENANCE IN 

ACTION 
Sanjit Roy 

The effectiveness of any idea lies in its sim,ilicity. In situations 
where government involvement is marginal and the expertise of 
the t,e&nocrat almost non-existent, and where the technical and 
human resources available in the village are utilized to the full, 
ideas put into practice have worked. More importantly, they have 
continued to receive community sanction. 

When high-powered engineers put their heads together over 
any scheme involving rural people, one does not have to look too 
far for failures. Engineers have not been trained to appreciate or 
accept the very real skills and expertise of the community. 
Invariably, their involvement results in simple ideas being 
translated into something which looks complicated, 
extravagantly expensive and terrifyingly technical. 

This is exactly what happened when the UNICEF-designed 
Three-Tier System of repairing and maintaining handpumps was 
approved by tecbnocr:rts of all the State Governments in India 
at the National Conference on Deep-well Handpumps held in 
Madurai in July 1979. 

The Three-Tier System 

The Three-Tier System is supposed to work as follows: 

Tier 1 
At village level, there is a handpump caretaker. (S)he is selected 
by the government, works free of charge, is trained periodically, 
is given spanners to keep nuts and bolts tight, and is supposed 
to keep the foundation clean. 

Tier 2 
At block-ievel (100 villages), there is an inspector-cum-mechanic 
of the Government Public Health Engineering Department who 
is responsible for checking 50 handpumps and carrying out minor 
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repairs above the ground. These workers have no transport 
provided, and if handpump assembly has to be taken out, the 
District Maintenance Unit has to be called. 

Tier 3 
At district level, there is a Mobile Maintenance Team (one for 
every 500 handpumps) consisting of five workers (driver, 
mechanic, mason, two helpers). This team works under the 
supervision of a Junior Engineer. Almost no training is given to 
these teams, and yet they are supposed to attend to afi major and 
minor repairs. 

It took the rural people-the barefoot mechanics of ihe world 
- to noint out how absurd and flawed this Three-Tier System 
was. I&& it presumed that rural people had no skills themselves 
and that urban skills had to be ‘imported’. Second, it presumed 
that rural people had no knowledge and experience and that it 
required someone with paper qualifications to repair and 
maintain an India Mark II handpump. The designers of the system 
failed to notice and take account of the fact that illiterate men 
and women in the region were already making a living from 
repairing much more sophisticated equipment such as electric 
and diesel pumps and tractors. 

The One- Tier System 

The akernative idea of the One-Tier System based on a 
Handpump Mechanic (HPM) grew out of discussions with the 
users of the Three-Tier System who were tired of waiting for 
someone from the government to arrive to repair their pump. 
Simple people got toget,her aiind said ‘if we can repair our electric 
and diesel pumps, tractors and bullock carts, what is so difficult 
about repairing handpumps? 

After much discussion with the communities, several practical 
ideas were incorporated in the One-Tier System: 

0 the identification of rural youth from economically poor 
backgrounds with mechanical aptitudes whose skills could be 
upgraded through training under TRYSEM (Training of Rural 
Youth for Self-Employment), a Government-approved scheme 
operational all over India; 

0 the mobilization of government resources to pay stipends to 
these HPMs while they are being trained for three months 
under TRYSEM; 

0 the placement of trained HPMs in villages where they are 
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accountable to the communtiy rather than to a government 
department; 

0 the prov%ion of credit by banks for the purchase of tools so 
mat, in due course, the HPMs can be self-supporting; 

o the location of over 1,000 fully-trained HPMs to look after 
30,000 handpumps in the State, thus reducing government 
expenditure, minimizing official influence and control and 
handing over maintenance and repair of rural water supplies 
to communities 
The sooner engineers and policy makers (including 

international organizations like UNICEF) realize that handpump 
maintenance is no longer a technical problem but a social one, 
the One-Tier System can be seriously considered as one answer 
to many of the serious problems facing rural India. While the 
Government wants to decentralize and let community assets be 
maintained by the community, there has been no collective move 
by any Central or State government to convince the community 
that the assets belong to the community, not the Government. 

The One-Tier System addresses the problem of unemployment 
among rural youth, making them feel useful and generating 
self-respect. It has also enabled the community to be less 
dependent on government., thus promoting self-reliance. 

The Handpump Mechanics 

When the scheme was fist imroduced on a small scale in Ajmer 
District, it was supported by UNICEF. However, when p!ans were 
made to replicate the scheme throughout the State of Rajasthan 
in place of the Three-Tier System, there was some opposition 
from UNICEF and government. engineers who were uncertain 
t~hat an HPM co,ild do the job of a caretaker, a block mechanic 
and 90 per cent of the work of a District Maintenance Unit. 

In Ajmer District,, the profiles of 71 HPMs were studied in 
depth. Some of the characteristics of these HPMs are outlined in 
Table 5. 

What is interesting about the HPMs is the fact that they come 
from very humble backgrounds. One of them, Satish Chandra 
Purohit, from Srinagar Village: was born in 1951 and went to 
school for 15 years before leaving to help his father on the farm. 
Later he worked as ;L cleaner, then as a mason, and later as a 
part-time motor mechanic. He now looks after 30 handpumps 
within a radius of five kilometres from his village. 

Another HPM, Shareef Khan, studied until eighth standard and 
then worked as a cleaner on a truck and as a coolie in a railway 
station; now, he looks after 40 handpumps. 
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Table 5: Characteristics of handpump mechanics in 
Ajmer District, Rajissthan 

Occupational Status 
Agricultural labourers 
Famine workers 
Blacksmiths 
Cycle repair shops 
Other 

Land Holdings 
Landless 
Up to 2.5 acres 
3 to 6 acres 
Over 6 acres 

Income other than from 
HPM work IRs/monthl 
Rs50 - RstOO 
FE.101 - Rs150 
Rs151 - Rs.200 

Educational quaiificat&?s 
Up to 5th standard 
6th to 7th standard 
8th to 10th standard 
Over 10th standard 

NO 
51 

8 
2 
2 
8 

19 
34 
16 

2 

30 
31 
10 

29 
35 

6 
1 

Ayadan Kumar from Jethana village studied until tenth 
standard and owns three acres of land. His father is a village 
potter. When he is not repairing handpumps, he helps his father. 

Kailash Chandra from Kharwa Village studied until eighth 
standard. He belongs to a scheduled caste, owns 0.5 acres of land 
and looks after 30 handpumps. Amar Bal Bhambhi from 
Loharwada village is also from a scheduled caste. He was too 
poor to carry on his studies after eighth standard and worked in 
a lime kiln and aa an agricultural labourer. He now looks after 
48 handpumps. 

Satyanasain dropped out from school because he had to help 
his father who is a dyer by profession. He worked for three years 
in a cotton mill in Ahmedabad, which is 300 miles from his village. 
He returned to his village when he lost his job because of illness. 
He now looks after 36 handpumps. 

Shankar Lal from Sursura village has no land. He has four 
brothers and two sisters and his family’s monthly income is only 
Rs200 per month. He works as a barber, but the money he earns 
from looking after 40 handpumps provides additional income 
which is badly needed in the family. 

These are ordinary profiles of extraordinary people who have 
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contributed a great deal to their country but who would have 
been rejected by conventional western norms. 

Secrets of success 
A major factor in the success of the One-Tier System is that the 
HPMs have a stake in making it work since they are answerable 
to their communities and are concerned abort earning self- 
respect in their villages. 

As opposed to the Three-Tier System, where the caretaker is 
totally dependent on the block mechanic and the District Mobile 
Maintenance Unit, the One-Tier System enables the HPM to be 
almost totally self-reliant. Properly trained, the HF’Ms can carry 
out all minor and most major repairs on their own. 

While the Three-Tier System fails to take the community into 
confidence, the One-Tier System cannot work without 
community support. In the Three-Tier System, if no-one wants 
to work, there is nothing the community can do about it. In the 
One-Tier System, the HPMs have to get a certificate from the 
Village Headman that the pumps are functioning properly before 
they are paid by the government. If the HPM does not work 
efficiently, the community can select someone eise and send 
them for training. This fear alone makes most HPMs work hard. 

Comparative analysis 

A comparisor between the Three-Tier and One-Tier Systems is 
omlined in the following Tables. Table 6 looks at the socio- 
economic characteristics of the two systems; Table 7 gives a 
technical comparison. 

Probably the greatest threat to the scheme’s continued success 
is the bias of the engineers and other professionals who are 
convinced that the rura! poor are illiterate, primitive and socially 
inferior and cannot handle handpump maintenance themselves. 

Many of the problems experienced in the OneiTier System can 
be traced to this lack of confidence in rural people. For example, 
in many places t.he bank manager will not sanction loans to the 
HPMs because he feels they will run off with ,the cash. In any 
case, his sympathy is with the engineers. 

Hope for the future 

In Amjer District the mechanics have now grouped together and 
registered the Fist co-operative of its kind in India. They are 



Table 6: Three-Tier and One-Tier Systems: A Socio-economic comparison 
- 

.soeio-sconomic ,“dicafor* mhres. Tier S”Sk?rn on.?. Tier system 
COS”hendp”mpl”eartO maintain Psl.ooo,ha”dp”mp~evesr Rs2whandp”mpl”ear, Wifh Rs50 

inclvded for spare parts per 
handpump per yes, 

TOOIS and *quipment Trucks. jeeps. tmilers, heavy repair Cycle. Special 10015 
equipment, Special to01. etc 

Educational q”alifications Mechanical Degree Holder 4,h-we candard pass; primary 
IT, Diploma SChOOl kwer adequate 

PWS”““d Additional Chid Engineer, Handpump mechanic at vit,age level 
S”pBri”tende”t Engineer. 
Executive Engineer, Assistant Engineer. 
J”“ior Engineer, SlOCk Mechanics. 
Caretakerr, Other lower staff 
cg masons. drivers etc 

Training NO long-term s”stematic programme at 3 months’training uncle, TRYSEM 
any kWl. cm,” short-term orientation 2 months field training and 
course periodically 1 month theory. ldentificatio” Of 

handp”mps the” Will repair is pm 
oftraining 

COmm”nit” participation Marginal at the caretaker level Only HPM identified and selected by the 
communiiy: priority given 10 
lower castes and perso” living 
!mlOW the poverl” line 

Communit” accountabilily None. Answerable only to government The “JWS Ilaw the right to rod1 
the HPM and send someone else for 
training if hiswork is poor 

Comm”“itv reso”rces NO use of village reso”rcds The we Of village knwledge. 
experience and skills are tota, 

Institutional finance No provision. Tools are given free HPMS take a loa” from the nearas 
to caretakers bank of RsZ.SOc ‘or special too15. 

Subsidy 0‘ 50% if the HPM is ‘mm 
a scheduled case 



Table 7: Three-Tier and One-Tier Systems: A technical comparison 

oescriprion 0, Fault 
1. Above GIDY”d ,Msch8”ical, 
Tightening 0, ““k and bolts 
mnoe nuts end .,iwd 
Replacement Of nuts an* bolts 
service Of bearing or 
replacement 
Repairing Of chain 0, replacement 
Rethruading cOn”ecti”g red 
labwe ground, 
tI*placemrnt Of any other 
part ADW g,O”“d 

2. Foundation Work 
Repaiting Cd platfoform 

J. sa,ow Crwnd 
Dihccmnetiing OfdOliWW 
piper 
Rethreading 0, pipe 
ci6C”““eCtion of connscting rod ,CR, 
Rethreading Of 07 below ground 
An” Othel repeir in pipem 
Cylindsr repair 
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prepared to take the responsibility for identifying handpump 
mechanics, giving them training, monitoring their performance 
and disbursing funds according to the number of operational 
handpumps. The engineers are obviously opposed to thii 
proposal and it is still under debate. 

Hopefully, it is only a question of time before the idea of the 
HPM becomes respectable in the eyes of the bureaucracy: the 
community accepted it years ago. 



BUILDERS JI’d IRAN, G D THE 
SUDAN - THE BAREFOOT APPROACH 

TO SHELTER 
John Norton 

In 1977 fourteen builders from Selseleh took part in a training 
programme in Yazd, Iran, organized and run by the Development 
Workshop’ as part of its three-year involvement with the Selseleh 
Integrated Development Project (SIDP). 

The people in the Selseleh area in Luristan, Western Iran, by 
tradition predominantly nomads living in tents, had in recent 
years been increasingly obliged to turn to a more settled way of 
living for which they lacked experience and for which the area 
was ill-equipped. The aim of the project was to help these 
inhabitants achieve better living conditions and it operated in two 
ways. Oue involved training young men and women from the 
villages so that they could undertake basic health education and 
care for the villagers, teach both the adults and the children to 
read and write and provide assistance for agriculture and animal 
husbandry. The other involved the provision of basic services and 
infrastructure, such as roads, water supply, public baths, clinics, 
schools and the development of activities which could provide 
both building materials for the area and opportunit.ies for 
employment. 

The training of a team of builders similar to the village trainees 
responsible for health, education or agriculture, was seen by 
DeveIopment Workshop as an essential part of the overall 
development of the region and therefore an addition that would 
erhance the project. The builders’ role included building and 
maintaining the public facilities in the community, and providing 
assistance to individual householders; members of the farnil:? 
provided the semi-skilled labour, with the paid assistance of the 
village builder, who provided specialist skills. These builders 
were ideally placed to contribute to an improvement in the quality 
of shelter in the area and the way in which families built and 
maintained their homes. They were the people who both 
understood the local conditions and were able at the same time 
to benefit from a training programme and to pass on any 
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innovat.ion and improvement in their skill to the individual 
households. The builders’ training programme was therefore 
designed both to increase their awareness of local building needs 
and of the materials and techniques which could be used to solve 
them and to equip them with the oxganizationai and practical 
skills that would enable them to meet these needs. 

Although some of the participants in the training programme 
had only a limited experience of building, ah of them had varying 
but invaluable knowledge of their own region, of the basic 
resources and how they had been used in the past, and of the 
social and economic circumstances of the inhabitants. 
Recognizing that successful and acceptable solutions to building 
problems can only be developed in the context of this local 
knowledge, each aspect of the training programme was 
developed on the basis of sharing and evaluating the experience 
of all the participants including both the trainees and the 

Fig. I Plan of the Yazd training site, with the location of different 
activities 
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members of Development Workshop running the programme. 
Problems and ideas were discussed and the possible ways of 
meeting t,he building needs and exploiting the potentials of the 
Selseleh area were agreed collectively. Ea-h technique was then 
tested and developed through practical work and 
experimentation in the building yard oi :Le training site (Fig. 1). 

As the basis for the whole programme, the trainee builders 
were asked t.o identify the resources and potentials and the 
shortages and problems in the Selseleh area. Through the 
discussion of how the resources could be used to deal with the 
problems, the participants were able to outline a strategy for the 
development of the region. This strategy included ideas about 
I’ow the local resources could be developed to provide the 
necessary building materials for the area, to what extent people 
in the area would be able to meet their own building needs and 
in what ways external help was required. The builders were able 
t,o see t,hat where people in the region encountered problems 
related to building and shelter, it was they themselves who were 
best placed to provide assistance. Therefore they needed to 
operate not only as iocai builders but also as community or 
‘barefoot architects’, capable of providing advice on how to lay 
out a building, what. sort of foundations, walls or roof would be 
needed and how this could be achieved safely and economically. 
At the same time, if they were to take on the public building 
requirements of the community, they also needed to develop 
skills in organizing labour, ordering materials and underseading 
the plans and sections of small public-facility buildings which 
might be provided by the local authorities. 

To prepare the builders for this role, the training programme 
introduced the basic concepts of plans and sections, firstly with 
the help of large models and then by practising drawing their 
own homes. This led to teaching methods for dimensioning their 
drawings and using a scale. To complement the drawing 
exercises, literacy classes were held in the evenings for those 
builders who could not read. The classes were related directly 
to buiiding, such as reading notes on drawings, and this provided 
the builders with a professional incent.ive to learn. The various 
elements of 2 building were then dealt with and in each case the 
basic requirement or function was discussed, as well as the 
principles involved, and then, from this analysis, a variety of 
solutions were investigated. This was followed by physical 
demonstration and opportunities for everyone to practise the 
selected techniques. In some cases this meant building up and 
knocking down the same structure until an acceptable standard 
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was achieved, whilst in others a single demonstration was 
sufficient to provide a good example. As well as dealing with 
building techniques, the programme also developed skills in 
evaluating the suitability of a building site and simple analysis of 
soiis. 

After tlbree months’ training the builders returned to the 
Selseleh area, where winter was over and a new building season 
was starting. The training programme was not, however, 
envisaged as a finite event, but as the beginning of a process 
where they could go on developing their own skills and the skills 
of other people in t.he area. Sharing knowledge amongst 
t,hemselves had formed one important aspect of the training 
programme and the builders had been encouraged to continue 
this practice. An immediate effect of the training programme was 
see:% in the improved quality of work being done by these builders, 
on public buildings which formed part of the SIDP activities, and 
on privale domestic work which they took on as well. Techniques 
such as the use of low arches over window openings which had 
been tried out and accepted in the training programme began to 
appear in homes in the area. Wit,h their increased skill, the 
builders were working faster, but they were also taking on an 
increasing amount of the building work in the Selseleh area. With 
this responsibility came the need to find more people to assist 
them in meeting the local building needs. Just over a year after 
the first builders’ training programme run by Development 
Workshop, the original trainee builders themselves organized a 
second training session, sponsored by the SIDP, to go over the 
ground they had covered and Tao pass on knowledge to a new 
group of t,rainees. 

Tne buildrr as pn agent of development 

If some of the circumst~ances in which the programme described 
abovL tcok place appear exceptional, its is worth considering how 
common the situation actually is in most of the less developed 
world. Individual families are the people most directly invol-ged 
in and responsib!.? for the process of acqutiing t,heir own shelter. 
In t,he past, most of the domest.ic and communal building needs 
made use of local resources and drew from the store of local 
knowledge of building techniques. These techniques have 
t,ypically been built up t~hrough centuries of c.rperience and the 
results have in many cases baten extremely successful, capable 
of producing a comfortable environnent within the limits of the 
mat,erials and money available. with little need of help from 
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people outside the community. Although most families had some 
knowledge of building, enough perhaps to produce a basic 
shelter, they often relied upon the local professional builders in 
the communit,y for expert guidance and it is these builders who 
held and passed on the accumulated experience of local building 
methods. The common relationship on the domestic building site 
in many developing countries remains that of the hired builder 
working with one or two apprentices and the support of the 
family for whom t,he house is being built, who provide the 
unskilled labour. 

In recent, decades the demand for the various types of shelter 
needed hy a community, including both houses and public 
buildings such as schools, clinics and workshops, has 
progressively increased as populations and aspirations grow. 
Local ability to meet this demand, using the traditional methods 
and skills which served in t,he past, has frequent,ly decreased as 
a result of t,he changing circumstances in which people find 
themselves living. Some of the clearest examples of these 
changing circumstances are found in the urban areas, where 
increasingly high population densities and the subsequent 
concentrat,ed demand for materials, land and services make the 
process of achieving shelter more difficult. Similarly in the rural 
areas there are examp!es of change in life style, a change from a 
nomadic to a sedentary life, desertification or new land uses, all 
of which can alter t,he suitability and availability of techniques 
and materials which have been used in the past to meet shelter 
needs. At the same time as such circumstances may be changing, 
people are also in many cases hoping for a higher standard of 
living, bett,er status and, in more specific terms, looking to use 
more durable materials and have better services. 

Faced with this growing demand, and in some instances a need 
for innovation to cope with new cir-cumsta~ccs, the ability and 
capacity of governments and qualified organizations and 
individuals to provide people with a better built environment, or 
to help them directly in achieving it themselves, is frequently 
limited. This is firstly because the amount of assistance which is 
needed is enormous and, by comparison, there are only a small 
number of quali~fied people - architects, engineers, planners, 
t.echnicians and similar - who are available to help and secondly 
because the priorit.ies, needs, aspirations and means of each 
individual family or community are extremely variable and often 
only well understood by people working closely within the 
community. 
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In this situation the local builder is placed in a potentially 
specia! position. He knows the people and conditions of his own 
community and he knows the materials and techniques which 
have been used traditionally for the different types of local 
building. He is accepted by t,he families in his community as the 
person who can give advice and provide those skills which a 
family building their own house might not possess and through 
this experience he usually knows what may be both acceptable 
a,nd affordable in the community. 

Thus changes to existing building practices are needed, the 
local builder is the one person who is well placed both to be 
trained in any new technique and to help to diffuse it through the 
community. He can become the local ‘agent’ for building 
development, providing a set-&e to the people in the community 
and paid for by each individual family building their house and 
employing his assistance. Hut, respecting his knowledge of the 
local conditions, the local builder should also have a role in 
identifying the need for any innovation and in ensuring that any 
new ideas and techniques do actually correspond to a local 
potential t,o make use of them. A training programme to improve 
quality or to introduce a new skill or material in order to 
overcome a building problem needs therefore to be organized to 
encourage a two-way exchange of ideas between the trainers and 
the trainees, similar to that which took place with the Selseleh 
builders, where everyone had something t,o contribute. 

Earthquake assistance through builders’ training 

This approach of using the local builders as the diffusers of 
improvement or innovation can be applied t.o specific problems 
as well as to a general improvement in the quality of t,he built 
environments. An example of this occurred in Guinea, West Africa. 
in i983 an earthquake destroyed or damaged most of the houses 
in the area around Koumbia, in the remote north-west corner of 
the country. Over 5,000 houses needed to be replaced. The 
government did not have the resources necessary to rebuild the 
damaged houses, and in any case the local people would in the 
long run need to go on building their own homes with the 
materials avaiiable in the area and without external assistance. 
The problem was to ensure that the inhabitants would be able 
to build both then and in the future with techniques which would 
make their buildings more earthquake resistant and which at the 
s<ame time they could afford. Development Workshop were 
invited to assess the earthquake damage and to organize a 
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programme of assistance for the rebuilding of the area. There 
were too many villages for it t,o have been practical t,o provide 
direct assistance t,o each affected family and therefore a builders’ 
training programme was organized, culminatiiig in the 
construction of several houses to demonstrate suitable 
earthquake-resistant building techniques. 

The participants were all builders or carpenters who 
volunteered t,o take part in the programme and who were paid 
at, the normal rate for building work. Usually they earned their 
living either by t,aking on a contract to build a house for someone 
or, when the client was poor, by working with members of the 
family. They would thus be able to pass on to others any new 
techniques. 

The trxlitional buildings in the *area were for the most part 
round houses) with that,ched roofs. The walls were thin, and built 
up either with mud-blocks or wit,h a wood and bamboo lattice 
over which mud was plastered. In the earthquake, the mud-block 
walls had proved very unstable and many had collapsed, causing 
damage and injury. On the other hand, the la.ttice and mud walls, 
\vhich were potentially stable, had frequently been badly 
weakened before the earthquake by termit.es, and therefore 
suffered damage as well. In the training programme, Development, 
Workshop suggested that the earthquake resist,ance of the walls 
could be improved by combining the load-bearing strength of 
mud-blocks with a bamboo lattice to provide stability when 
shaken by a tremor. In order, however, to overcome the termite 
problem, the bamboo should be placed on both the inside and 
out.sidr surfaces of She mud-block wall (Fig. 2) where they cou!d 
be checked and replaced when they had been damaged by 
termites. I)u,~ing the programme, this idea ~~a-5 then evoived with 
the builders into a system which they found workabie and 
attract.ive. Their contribution meant that in some cases materials 
were changed, because the builders felt that they would be 
difficult for the average family t,o obtain and in others there were 
alt.erations and elaborat.ions to the technique to suit local habits. 
The result was a building method which increased earthquake 
resistance but which scarcely altered either the basic form of the 
houses in the area or their cost. After six weeks of supervised 
work four demonst,ration houses using local materials were 
structurally complete and the builders were ready to complete 
four more houses in other villages and begin their task of 
disseminating t.hrr technique through working with individual 
families. 
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Turning development workers into builders 

In both the examples described so far! there has been a tradition 
of local builders working with and for the individual families in 
the community and providing specialist skills. There are, 
however, many situations where the clear ro!e of a local builder 
does not exist and where building is a part-time activity of people 
engaged in other activities xs well. Help in house building is often 
provided at, best by neighbours and friends in exchange for a 
meal. The poorer the community, the more likely this is to be the 
situation. To develop the skills of these part-time builders may 
be valuable but it does not necessarily lead to the development 
of people who can provide a service of improved building 
expertise to the community. One aspect of a training programme 
run by Development Workshop” in Southern Sudan in 1984 took 
an alternat,ive approach. Communit,y development workers with 
a background of working closely with people in a community, 
hut paid by the government, took part in the six-week training 
programme. They already had experience of finding out what the 
problems were in a community, of helping the people to find 
solutions to them and of mobilizing the community to undertake 

Framing helps 
Load-bearing restrain wall 

brick wall when shaken 

Fin. 2 Illt~~tratiw from the training manual showing the arrangemwf 
of the harnhoo fi:lmcwork ami the mud-block wall 
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larger projects but, lacking knowledge of building, they were 
handicapped in assisting people t,o improve their own homes ot 
in ensuring that the public building provided examples of how 
such imprc;vement, could be achieved. in the training programme, 
these community development workers learned about the 
functions of the different elements of a building, how the various 
locally available tnateriais could be used to achieve these 
functions and which ones to use in various circumstances. 
Discussion included how to seiect a site, draw plans and lay out 
the building. TheoreCcal knowledge was then supported by 
practical work on a building site and the programme ended with 
the construction of a primary school wiLli community assistance. 
The actual involvement in prodrtcing t.he materi,als and building 
t.vith them, as well as in organizing the building process, helped 
to bring the trainees closer to the realities and difficulties of 
conslntction. This process in tam improved their abll.ity to 
esl!lain and demonst.ratr a variety of techniques in response to 
the needs of members of the community with whom they would 
:)tx working. 

~~j~ding on local know/edge 

Underlying the examples given here is a recognirio!~ Stat the 
majorit~y of shelter in poorer communities wiil continue 20 bc 
built by individual families making use of their own resources 
and wit,h little help from outside the commurrity. This process is 
often informal and makes use of techniques and materials whic!l 
may have lit,tle in common with the norms of more formal 
building activily. The need for assistance to bring improvements 
to the quality of shelter in these communit,ies is rarely in question, 
but the way in which this assistance can usefully be provided 
nerds to take int,o account tlyak the options avaiMle to those 
tnost, in need arc frequently very limited, and are as oft~en 
controlled by fact,ors such as poverty or insecurity ils by lack of 
tei,hnical know-how-. The need for an understanding of these 
iimitat,ions is one of the considerations t,hat favour the 
developme& of building skills from within the community and, 
where this is not. directly possible, at least winith people working 
on a long-W-m basis with the community. At the same time, this 
approach is an efficient and cheap way of extending useful 
assistance t,o a large number of people. 

In organizing the training of local builders to assume a broader 
roir in t.he acquisition of good shelter and services wiithin lhe 
comnrunit.y, the aim shl.)uld be to exploit and add to their existing 
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knowledge so that. they can both provide better quality and bring 
to each problem a wider range of possible solutions. The training 
should encourage them to develop their own conclusions about 
which techniques and materials will best, mee:t the local building 
needs and, to complement, this, it should develop t.heir 
organizational skills Tao enable them to take on more substant~ial 
projects in their community. 

Training community development workers to have a better 
understanding of building problems and sol,utions czrries with it 
t,he risk of imposing values or techniques which are not then 
rea.dily adopted by t,he community. Their training therefore calls 
for the developmeni. of a good sensitivity to the indigenous built 
environment. It should promote an aptitude for practical work 
and, most. of all, the habit of working alongside the part-time 
builders in the community so that, both can learn from each other. 

In either case it is frequentiy extremely helpful to support the 
efforts of these trained builders and community development 
jvorkcrs by t~he production of manuals and document~at.ion 
relevant t.o the techniques they are using and developed to suit 
their levels of literacy and familiarit,y wit.h drawn images.” Further 
support to the development of the role of the community builders 
can be provided through periodic programmes of review and 
revision, to bring them up t,o date with any new techniques 
relevant to their local ccontext and to provide an opportunity to 
discuss any difficulties that they may be facing. This in turn 
begins to define a role for the architects, engineers and planners, 
not so much to provide instructions but to support t,he act.ivities 
of the community builder with assist,ance al;d advice. 

In moorer communities, the builders and part-time builders will 
remain the people most, involved in solving the problems of 
shelter. It makes sense to help them improve their work and to 
place t,hem in a position t,o draw upon new ideas and innovate 
wit,hin the cont,ext of their bailding tradition to meet the rapidly 
changing needs of their community. 



Michael Katz 

Deliberations on geoscience education in developing countries 
have stressed the importance of strengthening universities and 
other specialist-level training centres to produce more 
professional geologists. There is a t.endency to strive for and 
support geoscience education to the highest, &test levels, but 
Mtle dat,a is available to suggest that this direction is the right, 
or most, useful and relevant path. 

This approach has produced many capable scientists in 
developing countries and many national and international 
organizations have fostered this group by encouraging and 
supporting ftiher t‘litist-type ventures, meetings and training 
courses. There is no doubt as to the value of these project,s in 
terms of satis&ing the needs of this small community, but does 
the impac*t, of these projects trickle down to the fundamental 
development problems Of resnurce assessment and 
environmenbal impact or to areas where geology can contribute 
to the provision of basic human needs‘? 

The costs involved in training and sustaining these 
geoscientific eliti,st groups are very high and the benefits are not 
necessarily commensurate with the costs. International 
organizations must continue their support of the professional 
geoscientiflc communities in developing countries. However, 
they must also take the initiative and spread their support to 
lr,%er technical and sub-technic,al levels of activity, especially to 
the uneducated, rural villager. 

For example, villagers could play a very important role as 
‘barefoot’ geoiogists or prospect:ors/artisanal miners in locating 
a wide rahge of potential resources. Individual prospectors/ 
miners have located many metallic rnineral resources in Canada, 
the USA, Aust.ralia, Finland and elsewhere and in Japan there is 
a long history of non-metallic prospecting/mining. Individual 
prospectors discovered the copper deposits of southern Peru, 
iron ore in t.he Nimba mountains of West Africa and diamonds 
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in Ta:?zania. These groups of prospectors can be encouraged, 
support,ed, and trained at a very low cost and with pot,ent,ially 
very high returns. Training courses could run at a fraction of the 
costs of training professionals. 

L’illager herdsmen have an intimat~e, instinctive knowledge of 
their environment and they are aware of the topography, water 
holes, rock types and, consciously or otherwise, monitor for 
volcanic activity, landslides, earthquakes, floods and other 
natural hazards. These rural people often set up cottage industries 
in qnarlying, ornamental and gem stones, rock crafts and building 
stones and they are keenly aware of rocks of unusual colour, 
lustre, density, breakage and shaping properties. Thus they can, 
w?th lit,tle training, be converted into village geologists trained in 
prospecting for economic, indust~riai and fertilizer minerals, 
clergy and water resources. 

The village prospector 

Meetings and papers on resource exploration and small-scale 
mining in developing countries increasingly refer to the potential 
role t,hat villagers can play as prospectors and a strong case can 
1~ made for making prospector education an important and 
critical responsibility of a geological survey. During surveys in 
various parts of the country the local villagers, herdsmen and 
even tribesmen could be encouraged to participate in survey 
activities and at the same time be trained in elementary 
prospecting/mining t,echniques. Ideally, when the survey 
complet,es it,s work it should leave behind trained cadres of 
prosp,ec!tors that could cont.inue their prospect,ing with promises 
of substantial rewards if they find anything. Tamale-Ssali, a 
pioneer Ugandan geologist on exploration st,rategy, proposed 
that the general public be involved in a mineral exploration 
militia. The geological survey could accommodate this 
programme without any particular increase in general cost or 
time and although the programme would be scattered and 
sporadic, it, would be concent,rdted in mineral-potent,ial areas. 
Gaps in this programme could be filled by university field 
Fcsearch grol?ps where staff and students’ investigations in 
remote areas would also have a compulsory elemrnt, of training 
local prospectors. hn example of this type of co-operat,ion comes 
from a small-scale mining project in the Mkomazi village, 
Tanzania. 

However, geological surveys in developing countries, with few 
exceptions, do note have prospect~or education programmes. In 
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India, neither the Geological Survey of India nor other 
government agencies offer any incentives to prospectors, 
although the Survey has launched programmes for making 
laymen mineral-conscious by a series of demonstrations and 
lectures in remote parts of the country. Proposed courses for 
prospectors in Kenya are being developed by the Earth Science 
Technical Education Project of the Kenya Polytechnic. 

The geological societies could also play an important role here 
by publicizing these programmes of training and educating the 
rural populations to be aware of the mineral, water and energy 
resource potential of their areas, as well as the problems related 
to the environment and local natural hazards. Obviously, state 
mining corporations and even the multinational companies 
should be encouraged to support these training programmes. 
These prospector training schemes can be an important and vital 
compiementat-y activity to the more sophisticated and modern 
techniques of resource exploration carried out by these 
companies. In some countries, regional centres of prospecting 
training or local schools of mines, possibly modeiled on, the 
Haileybury School of Mines, Canada could be established to 
formalize t,he training on a more technical level and these schools 
could be located in well-known mineral centres (eg, Recuay 
Mining School in Peru), 

A Mineral Prospectors’ Training Programme has been 
undertaken in Uganda with the co-operation of the Uganda 
Geological Survey, and low-cost, practical, non-prestigious 
project~s such as this are the kind of thing that should be 
supported. The Finnish experience of using amateur prospectors 
could be very useful in developing countries. Similarly, a lead 
could be taken from the self-reliant approach of the Chinese in 
t.heir science and technology, which has developed the well- 
known ‘barefoot seismologist’, trained in monitoring and 
predicting earthquakes. This could be furthered in the search for 
mineral, energy and water resources. 

The vibge geoscientist 

Although the,: is still a need for prospecting for valuable 
commodities in developing countries, the present-day metal glut 
and low prices place commodity-dependent developing countres 
in an economic crisis. The developing countries’ resource needs 
have changed in the last few years and a more broad 
resource-based background is required on alI levels of national, 
development and conservation. This changing role of geosciences 
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in development must be taken into account in the training of the 
village geoscientist. This includes the search for industrial and 
fertilizer minerals, salts, building and ceramic materials, 
alternative energy sources, clean and reliable water resources, 
as well as training in the mitigation of geological and 
environmental hazards! the ‘ten geological plagues’: 
0 Drought 0 Subsidence 
0 Flood 0 Landslide 
0 Land erosion 0 Soil instability 
0 Coastal erosion 0 Volcanism 
0 Silting 0 Earthquake 

In arid lands there is the major problem of desertification that 
also requires urgent geoscientific inputs to educate the masses 
on allaying erosion and land-use mismanagement. One such 
changing role of geosciences in development is the important and 
relevant application of geology to soil improvement using locally 
available rock material (agrogeology). The highly leached soils 
of the tropics are often deficient in minor nutrients and trace 
element,s and have not been naturally rejuvenated by volcanism, 
sedimentation or other geological processes that add fresh rock 
t.o these highly weathered soils and increase the fertility of the 
land. In much of Africa, South America and parts of Asia where 
these natural processes have not been active on a large scale, a 
possible strategy for maintaining the fertility of the land would 
be to use common and readily available rocks as fertilizers. 

The trends in developing countries for urbanization and the 
inherent problems that eventuate may now require geoscientific 
education among the poor masses so that they will be able to 
understand the urban geological environment, especially in 
regard, to water management, and pollution. All these factors are 
raised to make the geoscient.ific educational programme as 
complete, relevant and up t,o date as possible. The tasks are 
enormous, hut a start in this direction, which could have some 
immediate and tangible results, would be a village geologist 
training programme for an appropriate, small-scale, community- 
based cottage industry level of involvement, that could, in the first 
instance, concentrate on local industrial minerals and rocks (eg, 
phosphate for fertilizer), building materials (eg, sand, gravel and 
adobe or mud brick) and energy resources (eg, peat and 
low-grade coal deposit,s). 

Sri Lanka: an example 

Geology and geological processes influence the lives of all rural 
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and urban communities in Sri Lanka in such important 
constructive areas as agriculture, water supply and industrial 
material and in potentially destructive areas such as erosion, 
pollution and land slips. Villagers utilizing local mineral, energy 
and water resources are a common sight, even to the casual 
visitor. Quarries are labour intensive and stones are sized for 
building, facing and paving stones, down to road metal and 
aggregate. Lime kilns are common in the central areas where 
persist.ent formations of marble are located. Processes such as 
erosion, slope instability and land slips are often observed while 
travelling along the roads in t,he Sri Lankan highlands or when 
visiting tea plantations and hill stations. Sojourns to t,he beaches 
highlight problems related to coastal erosion and stagnant, silted 
and polluted waters can be found both in the rural and urban 
areas. 

The western half of Sri Lanka is located in a dry zone, an area 
oi’ low rainfall and long periods of drought where problems of 
water supply are of major importance. The use of geology in siting 
good wells is vital for the communities in these dry areas. 
~Jnstdble slopes in many areas of Sri Lanka lead to destructive 
and cost,ly landslides and earth slips. Deforestation, inadequate 
drainage systems and the cultivat.ion of unstable slopes by locals 
contribute to these disasters. Sri Lanka is largely an agricultural 
economy dependent on its soils. Geology controls the 
development. and rejuvenation of soils and minerals and rock 
material may be used for fertilizer and soil improvement. Cottage 
industries in the use of clay for ceramics, stone quarrying and 
lime kilns are widespread and there are many local small-scale 
gem, graphite and mica mines. The obvious mineral, energy and 
water resources are usually put into traditional use, often with 
indigenous technology. As such the geological environment is 
not a complete unknown, but in most cases the use of geology 
for community and rural development in Sri Lanka is not 
maximized, many readily available resources are not utilized, and 
potemial environmental hazards are often ignored. 

Training 

Large numbers of village geologists could be trained at little 
expense if an overall plan was developed by the educational/ 
geoscientific/mining organizations of the developing countries. 
The role of these organizations would be to set up training 
courses in villages and to plan and co-ordinate all field training 
act,ivities. The syllabus and detailed curriculum would be 

~~__-__ 
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formulated with the aid of the educational planning authorities 
with special educational aids designed for the speedy training of 
semi-literate/illiterate rural people. Audio-visual methods would 
be important, and special sets of minerals, rocks, charts, maps 
and other geoscientifir educational tools and materials could be 
collected and asiemblcd into por,table kits. Recipe-type manuals 
and posters using material. language and drawings which are 
clear to the public are being develc2ed by the Global Learning 
Division of UNU/ICSU (United Nations University/International 
Council of Scient.tic Unions). These kits and manuals would be 
distributed to the geological surveys, university fie!d 1, .:search 
teams, statue and multinational corporations and educational 
institutes in rural towns and villages. The new AGID (Association 
of Geoscientists for International Development) Geoscience 
Video Education Program (GVEP) may be an important step in 
this direction. 

In developing countries the most important resources are 
human resources. The rural, village populations should be 
encouraged and trained to monitor their own environment for 
potential resources, as well as ot.her important environmental 
matters, such as earthquakes, floods and landslides. Some 
examples of useful resources are given in Table 8. If this village 
movement becomes operative, it would contribute to 
decentralization and development on a human scale and, ideally, 
further the ecological balance, decision-making and self-reliance 
on the small-scale, local level. Instead of the ‘trickle down’ 
process of development it wnuk! further the aims of those few 
educational pathfinders that advocate new systems and counter 
movements that are community based. 

Conclusions 

These cadres, with limited geological training to supplement their 
inherent awareness of the land they inhabit would be a great and 
important source of general geological information. Remote and 
unknown outcrops would be identified and access routes 
established, and this would assist regional mapping and inventory 
surveys. Sites of instability, unusual phenomena, anomalous 
water levels and other harbingers of possible natural and 
environmental disasters could be identified by these cadres and 
brought to the attention of the authorities. The geoscientific 
education of the rural people would not only be a great 
contribution to locating mineral, water and energy resources in 
order to assess their own resources potential, but would also 
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contribme to the mitigation of natural geological hazards, 
increase of soil fertility and improvement of the environment.. 

Table 8: Some examples of useful village mineral and energy 
resources 

Terrain 

Volcaric 

lgneouslmetamorphic 

Sedimfniary 

Weathered 

Alwia 

Wet 

Dryicoasta! 

F?esources 

Pumice 
2eo!ites 
Hot water 

Cystalline rock 
Marble 
Dark mafic rocks 

Limestone 
Coal 

Clay 
Laterite 
Mud/clay 

Gravel/sand 

Peat 

Salt 

Uses 

Building stone 
Soil improver 
Heating 

Building stone 
Ornamentalllime 
Soil improver 

Lime -cement 
Energy -fuel 

Ceramics 
Building stone 
Adobe bricks 

Construction material 

Energy -fuel 

Food - health 

With the assistance of IJN agencies, non-government 
organizations such as ICSU and AGID and other interested groups 
like the Intermediate Technology Development Group, this 
programme would further self-reliance and the social and 
economic development of these countries. The current 
agricultural resource development problems of raising cash crops 
versus food crops can also be illustrated here in terms of 
analogous geological resource development. Geological ‘food 
crops fultil the basic needs of the community, while geological 
‘~!a.& crops can be used by the community to augment their 
income. ‘Food’ crops consist of essential fertilizer minerals and 
rocks, building mat.erial and potable water. ‘Cash’ crops can be 
harvested in quarries and small-scale mines and could consist of 
economic and precious minerals and building stone. 

This alternative development direction should not be at the 
expense of appropriate advanced technological progress 
in~:olving more sophisticated mineral exploration and other 
geological-based projects. Ii should be considered as a practical, 
fundamental, complementary activity. 



NED 
Marilyn Cam 

The programmes and projects on which the case studies in this 
book are based have had a significant impact in one way or 
another at the district or national level and each in its way 
indicates the scope for reaching large numbers of people through 
the effective provision of low-cost, community-based services. 

Thi,s conclusion draws on the experiences described to 
highlight points of general interest. First, it looks at the nature 
of the services themselves. Second, it examines their impact on 
rural poor communities. Third, it analyses the factors which 
contribute to the success and failure of such programmes and 
examines the probability of widespread repEcation. 

Impledmentation of projects 
The major points of interest involved in the implementation of 
the ‘intermediate services’ programmes fall into four categories. 
These re1at.e to: 
0 the characteristics of the barefoot workers: 
0 the nature of the training they undergo and the back-up service 

t.hey receive; 
0 the nature of the services they deliver; 
0 the way in which their services axe paid for. 

The bdrefoot worker 
As can be seen from the preceeding chapters, workers who fall 
into the ‘barefoot’ category are a very diversified set of people. 
They range from iiliterate livestock owners in India to 
unemployed school leavers in Kenya and university graduates in 
Bangladesh. Some, such as the health workers in China and the 
paralegals in Bangladesh, are people from and selected by the 
community. They serve and tend to perform services on a 
part-time basis. Others, such as the economists in Nepal and the 
bankers in Bangladesh, are Full-time extension workers sent to 
communities by their employers. The ‘vets’ of Gqjarat and the 
‘blacksmiths’ of Rotswana are people who were already 
practising their craft and have simply had their skills upgraded. 
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In most other cases, new skills have been introduced to 
generalists. 

Management consultants in Kenya, bankers in Bangladesh and 
handpump mecnanics in India are all young men and women who 
have dropped out of school or recently graduated. In many other 
cases, care has been taken to encourage the recruitment of more 
mature people who have less incentive to drift away from rural 
area.. after training. In three cases - bankers in Bangladesh, 
lawyers in Bangladesh, and economists in Nepal - a special 
attempt was made to recruit female workers in recognition of the 
importance of rural women gaining access to these services and 
the difficukies faced by male workers in reaching women. 

Nature of training 
The ways in which ‘barefoot workers’ are trained also vary quite 
con.siderably. The length of training ranges from three days for 
vets in Gujarat to three months for economists in Nepal, builders 
in Iran and handpump mechanics in India and six months for 
bankers in Bangladesh. In some cases, training is continuous, in 
ot,hers it is split int,o separate parts with gaps in between to fit 
in with the other commitments of the trainees. 

Some schemes, such as doctors in China and vets in Gujarat, 
emphasize totally decentralized training as close as possible to 
where trainees live. Most others have centralized training in 
residential courses. Even these, however, have a strong practical 
element, with the trainees spending much of their time outside 
the classroom. For example, lawyers visit registrars’ offices, 
bankers spend much of their training period attached to a branch 
office and management; consultants are attached to local 
businesses. 

A common theme in all cases is the participative nature of the 
training. Courses in Gujardt were designed in consultation with 
de&i doctors. The syllabus for lawyers in Bangladesh has been 
modified according to the comments of the Fist batch of trainees 
and changes were made to the training of builders based on the 
trainees’ own knowledge. In most cases, training has 
incorporated local knowledge and has taken account of local 
culture and circumst.ances. 

Another common theme is t~he care taken in following up 
trainees’ performance. In general, this has been of a low-key 
nature so that trainees are given encouragement and are not left 
to st~ruggle in isolation with problems beyond their competence. 
Tllis is aimed at boost;ing self-confidence rather than weakening 
it by criti+zing a,nd publicly correcting trainees. In some cases, 
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such as lawyers in Bangladesh and management consultants in 
Kenya, a concerted effort has been made to gauge the reaction 
of communities to the work of the trainees as a basis for 
improvement. 

Nature of services 
The nature of the services offered by barefoot workers also varies 
considerably, with some being doers, some advisers and others 
catalysts. 

For example, doctors and vets practise preventive and curative 
medicine. However, the ability of paralegals to effect a legal cure 
is limited and so they act mainly as advisers and arbiters. 

Hankers provide credit to the runal poor, and blacksmiths and 
handpump mechanics provide farmers and rural communities 
with technical assistance. By contrast, economists and 
management consultants do not actually ‘do’ anything. Rather 
they assist peop!e to gain access to t,he services available from 
others. 

Financing 
Most of the case studies talk at some length about the way in 
which ‘barefoot workers’ are paid for their services and most 
dwell on the need for self-financing systems. 

In the case of doctors and vets, difficulties have been 
encountered in persuading workers to charge fees and 
communities t,o pay for them. Subsidies are available in the short 
term, but this is not seen as the long-term answer. 

Fees which management consultants could charge are thought 
to be too low to finance their services and it is suggested that the 
only way to achieve a self-financing situation would be to 
combine such services with provision of loans. Certainly the case 
study on bankers in I3angladesh shows that a well-run rural credit 
programme can pay its own way in a relatively short period of 
time. 

hpact of projects 

The case studies talk in general t.erms about the impact of the 
‘barefoot’ schemes on beneficiary communit,ies, but the overall 
impression is one of an increase in understanding and greater 
control over living and working conditions. 

Some of the studies do mention specific benefits. For example, 
the chapter on vets mentions the increased status realized by 
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Animal Health Workers and that on lawyers mentions the benefits 
t,o poor communities as a result of the ‘demystification of the law’. 

In the case of banking services in Bangladesh, borrowers have 
achieved significant gains in income of, typically, 30 per cent 
over a two-year period (as opposed to stationary income for 
non-borrowers). There has also been a reduced dependence on 
moneylenders and traders, increased participation of the landless 
in village politics and a general raising of self-confidence. 

Local businesses found improvements after the provision of 
the services of management consultants, to the extent that they 
were willing to pay for t,he previously free service. 

The handpump mechanic scheme in India has resulted in 
increased employment and self-respect for the village youths. It 
has also led to increased control by Ihe community and a reduced 
dependence of the community on government. 

Factors in success. . . and failure 
Several factors can be identified as assisting in or impeding the 
successful implementation of the projects. 

The first, relates to the support that government and local 
authorities give to the barefoot approach and to the attitudes of 
local leaders and the educated klite. For example, barefoot 
doctors succeeded in China because of the official support the 
scheme received at all levels, but the bar ‘. ,ot, economist scheme 
in Ecuador failed because of governmen opposition to people 
planning their own development through community committees. 

The barefoot vet scheme owed much of its success to its 
acceptance by the a-uth?rities and to the lack of resistance from 
government vets. By contrast,, the handpump mechanics’ scheme 
in India is being jeopardized by the professional bias of 
government engineers and bank managers. 

A second factor relates to the extent to which a barefoot 
scheme responds to a real need identified bye the community 
itself. For example, the barefoot vets’ schemes were popular with 
communities which were anxious to spare themselves a journey 
of several days t,o the nearest veterinary facility. The barefoot 
blacksmiths’ scheme responded to the need for an immediate 
repair service for broken fa,rming implements which had been 
leading t,o delays in ploughing. The barefoot builders’ schemes 
were popular with communities which needed, for one reason 
or another! to build their own houses on a massive scale and the 
handpump mechanics’ scheme responded to the community’s 
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need for reduced dependence on unreliable governments 
maintenance teams. 

A third and related factor is that of concentrating on a specific 
need which has been identified by the beneficiaries as a priority, 
rather than launchmg immediately into compl Y integrated 
programmes. For example, the success of t.he Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh is partly attributed to the fact that it started with the 
most immediate need of :he rural landless - credit - and only 
later started to add on other components. 

A fourth factor is the extent to whi’ch agency staff and trainers 
have tried to learn from and include trainees and communities 
in the design and implementation of training courses. By and 
large, this has resulted in training which is appropriate in terms 
of content, level, length and location and which incorporates 
concern for and is based on local conditions and culture. 

The issue of accountability is also an impotizant one. Many of 
the case studies put this forward as a factor which led to the 
success of community-based services. Generally, workers paid 
by distant government officials are less industrious than those 
paid by the community. In part, this is because the community 
workers are concerned about respect. In some cases, such as the 
handpump mechanics in India, poor performance means no pay, 
and the community also has the right, to withhold payment 
altogether and choose someone else to go for training. 

Account nest also be taken of the type of agencies which have 
promoted barefoot service schemes. Many are NGOs which have 
a very strong commitment to the concept of helping the poor to 
help themselves. This degree of commitment, as well as the 
in-depth knowledge of rural communities which is needed Tao 
design effective grassroots level programmes, can sometimes be 
found in government-initiated schemes, for example with the 
original barefoot doctors’ scheme in China. For the main part, 
however, the successful attempts at copying and promoting ihe 
barefoot concept have been initiated by NGOs. 

Prospects for expansion and replication 

Given their limited resources, the heavy involvement of NGOs in 
the barefoot approach to development raises questions as to how 
many people can be expected to benefit from the provision of 
appropriate rural services in the near future. 

Only a few of the case studies indicate: how the pilot schemes 
described are likely to be expanded or reDlicat.ed elsewhere. The 
case study on vets in Gujarat talks about the interest of other 
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agencies in India and in Kenya in replicating the approach. The 
case study of builders in Iran explains how the Fist. group of 
trainees themselves organized training for a new group of trainees 
to whom they passed on their knowledge. The Botswana Jase 
study describes how blacksmiths will be enabled to set up 
‘mini-centres’ to pass on the fruits of their training to others and, 
of course, the Grameen Bank example from I3angladesh is within 
itself an example of how a pilot project benefiting a handful of 
people has, with support from the governme% and massive donor 
support, been expanded to cover many thousands more. 

The projects described in the case studies give an encouraging 
glimpse *If what is possible with a ‘people fust’ approach to the 
provision of rural services. What is needed now is a concerted 
effort on behalf of NGOs, governments and donors to work with 
each other and together with rural commmnities to replicate such 
programmes on a widespread basis. 
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